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1. Introduction

The Railway Safety Regulator publishes the State of 
Safety Report annually. The Report provides details of 
the assessments and fulfils the legislative requirement 
contained in the Act. It is compiled in accordance with 
the mandate of the RSR, which is to oversee safety 
of railway transport; to promote improved safety 
performance in order to promote the use of rail; and to 
monitor and ensure compliance with the Act.

In accordance with Clause 20(1) of the Railway Safety 
Regulator Act, this annual report aims to provide insight 
into the state of safety in the rail industry in terms of 
the safety of workers, the public and the environment 
associated with railway operations. The Report provides 
an assessment of safety performance of railway 
operators for the reporting period 01 April 2014 to 31 
March 2015. 

1.1. Purpose and layout of the Report

All operators issued with safety permits by the RSR are 
expected to submit railway occurrences and incidents 
data to the entity. The data enables the RSR to produce 
the current State of Safety Report on an annual basis 
as per the legislative requirements. This is also in line 
with requirements as contained in the South African 
National Standard SANS 3000-1: 2009 Railway Safety 
Management Part 1: General. Clause 7.2 which states 
that railway occurrences shall be recorded and reported 
to the relevant National Railway Safety Regulator in the 
categories A to L. The same was noted under Clause 
7.3 with regards to security-related incidents under 
categories 1 to 9. 

In addition, this Report is produced in compliance with 
the Act to objectively report on the safety performance 
of railways. It is in accordance with Clause 20(1) of the 
Act, which stipulates that the RSR shall produce a report 
on the safety of workers, the public and the environment 
associated with railway operations, on an annual basis. 

The Report takes cognisance of the fact that the industry 
traffic is on the increase in terms of tonnages and the 
number of passengers. However, the RSR’s interest is in 
the frequency of occurrences and incidents. An overview 
of the operational occurrences and security-related 
incidents data as well as the compliance percentage is 
presented antecedent to the sections in which the detail 
is unpacked to highlight the trends. The direct cost of 
the occurrences and incidents is also included. These 
include the top occurrences and incidents cost drivers. 
Trends of occurrences over various periods are included.

The Report also presents the RSR interventions towards 
the conclusion, in order to present a view of the 
RSR’s impact on these occurrences and incidents. The 
interventions section commences by presenting some of 
the RSR processes used to make these interventions.  As 
part of this introductory chapter, a brief overview of the 
RSR and its mandate is provided, followed by an outline 

of the regulatory regime. The remainder of the Report 
deals with the operational occurrences and security-
related incident statistics as well as RSR interventions on 
both the operational occurrences and security-related 
incidents. Interventions include awareness campaigns, 
audits, investigations and inspections conducted by the 
RSR. 

1.2. Overview of the RSR

Railway transport operates as a business to provide a 
service and therefore the RSR has a critical role to play 
in ensuring that the provision of rail transport is done 
in a safe and secure manner. The RSR is a schedule 3(A) 
public entity of the Department of Transport in terms of 
the Public Finance Management Act No. 1 of 1999 and 
derives its mandate from its founding legislation, the 
Act. The RSR is an independent juristic person reporting 
directly to the Minister of Transport and comprises a 
Board of Directors, Chief Executive Officer, appointed by 
the Minister, and employees.

Based on the philosophy that every occurrence can 
be avoided and that every occurrence is everybody’s 
responsibility, the 2015/2020 vision of the RSR is to 
“aspire to achieve zero occurrences”. 

The Act outlines five main thrusts for the Regulator:

a)  Setting up a regulatory institution for
     overseeing safe railway operations in South
     Africa;
b)  Promoting the use of rail as a mode of 
     transportation through improved safety
     performance in the railway transport industry;
c)  Creating a safe and secure railway environment    
     for the protection of persons, property and the 
     environment;
d   Concluding cooperative agreements with
     stakeholders to ensure effective management and
     overseeing of safe  railway operations and to 
     minimise duplication;

   e)    Promoting the harmonization of the railway safety 
         regime of SADC railway operations.

Thus, the role of the RSR can be summarised to be 
twofold. The primary role, to provide safety oversight; 
the secondary role, to ensure safety in railway 
operations. In executing its legislative mandate, the RSR 
performs the following duties and functions: 

Issues and manages safety permits: The legal interface 
between the RSR and operators is managed by a Safety 
Permit. These relationships provide for and promotes 
safe railway operations. Annually, the RSR evaluates 
the Safety Improvement Plans (SIP) and the Safety 
Management System (SMS) Reports submitted by 
operators, outlining interventions to improve safety. If 
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the contents meet the set evaluation criteria, a safety permit 
is issued. 

Conducts inspections and audits: The RSR is mandated to 
play an oversight safety role in the railway industry. This role 
is undertaken through various strategic initiatives, such as 
conducting safety related audits and inspections of operators’ 
activities. The key objectives of these audits and Inspections 
are to critically assess safety systems and processes employed 
by operators. These assessments provide in-depth knowledge 
and understanding of required interventions, which the RSR 
provides to the operators to promote the attainment of safe rail 
operations. 

Investigates railway occurrences: To achieve safety 
improvement and reduction of occurrences, the RSR conducts 
investigations and occurrences that have led to major loss 
including fatalities, injuries, major damage to property and has 
attracted societal attention in order to identify the root cause 
and to prevent reoccurrences. In order to comply with the 
requirements of the Act as well as the conditions of the issued 
safety permit, operators are obligated to report all occurrences 
and incidents to the RSR. This ensures that analysis and review 
of these occurrences and incidents and related causes are 
consolidated in order to assist the RSR to provide tools and 
strategic direction to address safe railway operations. 

Development of regulations, safety standards and regulatory 
prescripts: In terms of Section 29, 30 and 50 of the Act, the 
RSR is mandated to develop regulations, safety standards and 
related regulatory prescripts, which form an integral part of the 
regulatory regime adopted for the promotion of safe railway 
operations. 

Issues notices of non-conformance and non-compliance: The 
RSR issues operators with such notices to indicate conditions 
within the operators’ system that are deemed to be sub-
standard or not in compliance with regulatory prescripts 
that ensure safe rail operations in terms of the adopted 
regulatory regime. Furthermore, the RSR imposes penalties for 
noncompliance with the Act and safety standards adopted by 
the Board of Directors. 

Supports and promotes occupational health and safety 
and security: To address occupational health and safety and 
security issues that impact on railway safety, the RSR conducts 
investigations, audits and inspections. Occupational health 
and safety legal requirements are included in the Human 
Factors Management Standard and are therefore continuously 
promoted during the technical workshops that are conducted 
by the RSR. 

Co-operates with relevant organs of state to improve safety 
performance and oversight functions: In complying with 
the Act, the RSR must conclude appropriate cooperative 
agreements with relevant state organs to give effect to 
cooperative government and inter-governmental relations as 
contemplated in Chapter 3 of the Constitution. To this end, the 
RSR has concluded 13 cooperative agreements, ten with various 
Government departments and three with industry associations. 
The agreements with Government departments aim to eradicate 
duplication where there is dual jurisdiction. This promotes 
collaboration while the agreements with industry associations 
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aim to share best practice within the industry and maintain an interactive approach in enforcing compliance with 
the view of resulting in an occurrence free environment. Even though the agreements focus on different issues, the 
common denominator remains ensuring rail safety. 

Plays a leading role in the alignment of the railway safety regime of South Africa with those of the Southern African 
Development Community: The RSR plays a significant role in harmonising the rail safety regime within the Southern 
African Development Community (SADC) region. The RSR, through the Southern African Railways Association (SARA), 
workshops and facilitates its South African standards with the vision of adapting them at SADC level, once approved 
by the SARA Board. 

Research: Promoting and facilitating leading edge research, including collaborative and interdisciplinary research, in 
areas related to the goals of the RSR. This includes maintaining an accurate safety analysis function to track the number 
of occurrences and incidents, identify trends and ultimately identify mitigating actions towards a reduction. The annual 
State of Safety Report, which is tabled in Parliament, remains the highlight of the Research function and provides 
insight into the current state of rail safety, areas of concern as well as RSR actions and activities towards addressing 
challenges and root causes of occurrences. 

In order to achieve its objectives in terms of the Act, the RSR may conduct a number of other activities relating to safe 
railway operations. This provision affords the RSR the opportunity to go beyond that which is expressly contained in the 
Act in order to achieve its objectives, provided that such actions are within the scope of the Act. 

The secondary role of the RSR is to play a supporting role in overseeing occupational health, safety and security matters 
that impact or may have an impact on safe railway operations. The supporting role in occupational health and safety and 
security is fulfilled through cooperation with relevant organs of state and other stakeholders through implementation 
of Memoranda of Understanding (MOU). Security related issues within the railways are dealt with at length within the 
National Railway Crime Combating Forum (NRCCF) under the South African Police Services (SAPS) umbrella.

      

1.3.   Overview of the South African Railway Industry

The South African Railway industry is made up of railway operators within the raw material, freight, passenger and 
dangerous goods business.  Transnet Freight Rail (TFR), Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) and Bombela 
Operating Company (BOC), trading as Gautrain, are the three largest and most prominent operators in South Africa. TFR 
primarily focusses on freight, while PRASA and Gautrain respectively focusses on passenger movements. The Gautrain 
is the only standard gauge rail operator in South Africa. The other operators in the industry comprises of the following: 

• cross border operators from Botswana, Mozambique and Swaziland entering South Africa in terms of access 

       agreements concluded with TFR; 

• municipal sidings and service lines, which provide access from the national network to private sidings; 

• numerous private siding operators in agricultural, manufacturing as well as the petro-chemical sector;

• rail operators at the ports; 

• surface operators on mines and 

• tourism operators, who operate on the national network. 

The RSR decentralised its operational offices leading to the creation of the three regional offices during the 2012/13 
Financial Year. These offices were the KwaZulu-Natal Region (covering KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape), Western 
Cape Region (covering the Western Cape, Northern Cape and Free State) and Gauteng Region (covering the North 
West, Limpopo, Mpumalanga and Gauteng). During 2014/15 this structure was revised creating two additional regional 
offices. The RSR offices are now KwaZulu-Natal (covering KwaZulu-Natal), Western Cape Region (covering Western Cape 
and Northern Cape), Gauteng Region (covering North West and Gauteng), Mpumalanga Region (covering Limpopo and 
Mpumalanga) and the Eastern Cape (covering Free State and Eastern Cape).

As a result of this decentralisation, issuing of safety permits was also decentralised. During the 2014/15 reporting 
period, the RSR issued 318 active safety permits nationally, 81 of these safety permits were issued in the KwaZulu-Natal 
Region, 65 Western Cape Region and 172 in the Gauteng Region.
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1.4.  TFR, PRASA RAIL AND GAUTRAIN TRAFFIC VOLUMES

The traffic volumes as well as their fluctuations on year-on-year basis for TFR, PRASA Rail and Gautrain can be 
presented as follows: 

Operator/Year 09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15
TFR (Million Train Kilometres) 49.3 45.9 46.3 46 46.9 47.03
TFR (Billion Ton Kilometres) 113 117.9 126.5 132.4 134.6 144.7
PRASA (Million Train Kilometres) 30 26.3 19.9 24.53 24.97 23.9
PRASA (Million Passenger Kilometres) 12 312 12 232 13 651 16 735 14 269 13 670
Gautrain (Million Train Kilometres) None 0.3* 1.43 4.07** 4.4 4.6

Table 1: TFR, PRASA Rail and Gautrain traffic volumes from 2009/10 to 2014/15 reporting period (* Data for two 
quarters, **Gautrain revised km during August 2014)
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2. OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES AND SECURITY-RELATED INCIDENTS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Section 37 of the RSR Act stipulates that “an operator must report to the Chief Executive Officer the category and 
type of all railway occurrences in the manner and form prescribed by the Minister”. The RSR monitors the safety 
performance of railway operators through analysis of occurrences data reported by the operators. The occurrences 
and incidents are analysed and trends are identified to serve as input into the development of strategic interventions 
by the RSR to enhance safety within the railway industry. 

Data verification exercises are conducted as part of this Report production process in order to ensure data integrity 
within the RSR’s database. The value of any State of Safety Report depends on the quality of the data on which it is 
based. Apart from ensuring data integrity, it is vital for ensuring similarity and agreement on the number and detail 
of occurrences between the RSR and the relevant operator. 

The trend analysis identifies the main areas of concern for which interventions are needed as well as good performance 
areas which should be sustained. However, it is important to note that the RSR is not oblivious to the increasing traffic 
and passenger volumes and is extremely concerned about the frequency of occurrences and incidents related to train 
movements.  This section provides an overview of the railway occurrences and incidents for the 2014/15 reporting 
year, with a focus on high impact occurrences/incidents as well as the consequences thereof. 

In line with the RSR Act and the amendments to the reporting requirements and expanded occurrence categories 
contained in the revised SANS 3000-1 (2009) Edition 2, this 2014/15 State of Safety Report is the seventh report 
produced by the RSR, following the revision of categories in the SANS 3000-1 (2009). 

2.2. OCCURRENCE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

As contained in the SANS 3000-1 (2009), occurrence data is classified into two broad categories, namely operational 
occurrences and security-related incidents. In terms of the Act, operational occurrences fall directly within the mandate 
of the RSR.  The RSR therefore plays a primary role in addressing these occurrences. The RSR plays a supportive and 
advocacy role in security-related incidents. This is further amplified through its monitoring and support of the efforts 
by other organs of state that share concurrent jurisdiction and mutual interest in addressing the associated problems. 
The SAPS Railway Police now referred to as the Rapid Rail Police, is the primary partner in this regard. 

SANS 3000-1 stipulates the minimum requirements for the reporting of occurrences and incidents. The standard 
defines and classifies occurrences into categories to be used by the operators in their reporting to the RSR. 
Operational occurrence and security-related incident data are captured in relevant categories. These categories are 
further categorized into sub-categories to facilitate analysis. Operational occurrences are captured in 12 categories, 
namely categories A to L and the security-related incidents are captured in nine categories, as categories 1 to 9; each 
category has subcategories. Operators are required to record and manage all occurrences and incidents other than 
those which should be reported to the RSR.

The operational occurrence and security-related incident categories are summarised in Table 2 below. A detailed 
listing of the categories and sub-categories is provided in Appendix A; it can also be found in SANS 3000-1(2009) 
version 2 clauses 7.2 and 10.2 respectively. 
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OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCE CATEGORIES

CATEGORY CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

A Collisions during movement of rolling stock

B Derailments during movement of rolling stock

C Unauthorised movements including rolling stock movements exceeding limit of authority

D Level crossing occurrences

E People struck by trains during movement of rolling stock

F People-related occurrences: trains outside station platform areas or in section

G Passenger-related occurrences: travelling outside designated area of train

H People related occurrences: platform- train interchange

I People related occurrences: station infrastructure

J Electric shock

K Spillage/leakage, explosion or loss of dangerous goods

L Fires

SECURITY-RELATED INCIDENT CATEGORIES

1 Theft of assets (impacting on operational safety)

2 Malicious damage (vandalism) to property

3 Threats (to operational safety)

4 Hijacking of trains

5 Crowd-related occurrences

6 Industrial action

7 Personal safety on trains

8 Personal safety on stations

9 Personal safety outside station platform area (including yards, sidings and depots)

Table 2: SANS description for categories - operational occurrences (A-L) and security incidents (1-9) 
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2.3. OCCURRENCE AND INCIDENT REPORTING COMPLIANCE

Section 37 of the RSR Act requires operators to report to the Chief Executive Officer of the RSR the 
category and type of all the railway occurrences in the form and manner prescribed by the Minister. This 
requirement is further amplified in section 7 and 10 of SANS 3000-1. 

2.3.1. The 2014/15 quarterly reports submission compliance

During 2014/15, an average of 87% of operators complied with the reporting requirements as per the RSR 
Act. The submission rate of the quarterly reports from the operators during 2014/15 is presented in Table 
3 below. 

ACTION Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Average

% YES SUBMISSIONS 90 87 84 84 87

% NO SUBMISSIONS 10 13 16 16 14
Table 3: The 2014/15 average quarterly reports submission and non-submission percentage per quarter 
and the overall average 

The data presented in Table 3 indicates an increase in the overall average compliance when compared to 
the 2013/14 reporting period. The trend seem to have been the same for both the 2013/14 and 2014/15 
reporting periods. Most operators submitted their quarterly reports for quarter 1 and 2. However, a 
number of operators seemed to have overlooked the quarter 3 submissions. This trend can  be depicted 
as follows: 

ACTION Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 AVERAGE

% YES 2014/15 Submissions 91 88 84 85 87

% YES 2013/14 Submissions 88 86 80 69 81
Table 4: The 2013/14 and 2014/15 average quarterly reports submission percentage per quarter and the 
overall average comparison

2.3.2. The annual quarterly report submission compliance

The submission of quarterly reports to the RSR by operators issued with safety permits forms part of the 
conditions of the permit. If not complied with, it is regarded as a contravention of the Act. The RSR is thus 
mandated to issue noncompliance directives or penalties in accordance with the RSR Penalty Regulations 
2011 as amended, in order to achieve a 100% submission. Thus, operators who fail to comply with the 
requirements of the Act remain liable for any action the RSR deems appropriate to encourage compliance.  

In the interest of understanding the annual average submission trend as well as to establish the impact 
of the RSR interventions and operators compliance, the annual average submission percentage data is 
presented in Figure 1 below. This also gives guidance on the penalties to be issued and/or already issued 
by the time of publication of this Report. 
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In view of the data in Figure 1, it is evident that during the 2014/15 reporting period there has been a considerable 
number (13%) of operators who did not submit their quarterly reports. These operators are in contravention of the 
Act. However, the illustration also suggests that there has been a steady increase in the submission compliance from 
the 2011/12 reporting period. A decline was however noted between the 2009/10 and 2010/11 reporting periods. 
The compliance submission increase from the 2011/12 reporting period may have been influenced by the operators 
having been exposed to the RSR requirements and obligations by means of the national workshops presented by 
the RSR.

Figure 1: The quarterly reports submission percentage trend 2009/10 to 2014/15
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3. OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES AND SECURITY-RELATED INCIDENTS OVERVIEW 

REPORTING YEAR

20
12

/1
3

20
13

/1
4

2014/15

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS (SANS) 
CATEGORY ALL ALL TF

R

PR
AS

A

O
TH

ER

TOTAL

A: Collisions during movement of rolling stock 917 980 923 56 80 1 059

B: Derailments during movement of rolling stock 777 718 305 33 254 592

C: Unauthorised movements including rolling stock 
movements exceeding limit of authority 144 121 51 30 12 93

D: Level crossing occurrences 128 119 76 16 17 109

E: Persons struck by trains during movement of rolling 
stock 576 588 188 444 11 643

F: People-related occurrences: trains outside station 
platform areas or in section 89 209 8 327 3 338

G: Passenger-related occurrences: travelling outside 
designated area of train 109 94 0 163 0 163

H: People related occurrences: platform- train 
interchange 776 715 2 594 16 612

I: People related occurrences: station infrastructure 79 190 0 159 7 166

J: Electric shock 19 35 11 23 0 34

K: Spillage/leakage, explosion or loss of dangerous goods 280 250 253 0 12 265

L: Fires 368 568 465 77 16 558

TOTAL 4 262 4 587 2 282 1 922 428 4 632

Table 5: Summary of 2012/13 to 2014/15 operational occurrences only. The 2014/15 reporting period 
contribution of TFR and PRASA Rail is separately shown with the rest of the industry as “other”
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Between the 2013/14 and 2014/15 reporting periods, there has been a 1% increase in the overall number of 
operational occurrences reported to the RSR. During the 2014/15 reporting period, there were five occurrence 
categories under which the total number of occurrences increased when compared to the 2013/14 reporting period. 
These are Categories A (Collisions during movement of rolling stock), E (People struck by trains during movement of 
rolling stock), F (People-related occurrences: trains outside station platform areas or in section), G (Passenger-related 
occurrences: travelling outside designated area of train) and K (Spillage/leakage, explosion or loss of dangerous 
goods). 

Though the security-related incidents are not always reported to the operator and ultimately not recorded by the 
RSR, the security-related incidents recorded by the RSR during the 2014/15 reporting period also suggests that there 
was a 32% increase compared to the 2013/14 reporting period. Contributing to this increase, were incidents captured 
under Categories 1 (Theft of assets (impacting on operational safety), 2 (Malicious damage (vandalism) to property), 
7 (Personal safety on trains), 8 (Personal safety on stations) and 9 (Personal safety outside station platform area 
(including yards, sidings and depots)). These figures are summarised and can be presented as follows: 

REPORTING PERIOD YEAR
20

12
/1

3

20
13

/1
4

2014/15

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS (SANS) 
CATEGORY ALL ALL TF

R

PR
AS

A

O
TH

ER

TOTAL

1: Theft of assets (impacting on operational safety) 2 900 3 068 2 089 2 083 41 4 213

2: Malicious damage (vandalism) to property 789 1019 271 665 158 1 094

3: Threats (to operational safety) 12 6 0 0 0 0

4: Hijacking of trains 0 0 0 0 0 0

5: Crowd-related occurrences 2 7 0 2 0 2

6: Industrial action 5 4 0 4 0 4

7: Personal safety on trains 200 283 0 515 1 516

8: Personal safety on stations 142 247 0 277 1 278

9: Personal safety outside station platform area 
(including yards, sidings and depots) 74 69 55 59 1 115

TOTAL 4 124 4 703 2 415 3 605 202 6 222

Table 6: Summary of 2012/13 to 2014/15 security-related incidents only. The 2014/15 reporting period contribution 
of TFR and PRASA Rail is separately shown with the rest of the industry as “other”
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3.1. Costs related to operational occurrences and security-related incidents 

Operations within the railway industry involves revenue. This revenue is used to fund elements such as salaries and 
railway maintenance costs. Bearing in mind that if the cost of maintenance and human capital is reduced,  poor service 
and reduced reliability of the system can be expected. However, for the purposes of this Report the focus is on the 
operational occurrences and security-related incidents costs. The rationale is that when there are occurrences and 
incidents, costs are involved. Usually, operators would record such costs. TFR and PRASA Rail submit these costs to 
the RSR as per request. Recently, the same request was made to Gautrain for the 2014/15 reporting period. The data 
provided did not follow the traditional TFR and PRASA Rail method, instead it revealed a few aspects relating to the 
safety operation of the Gautrain system. Gautrain spent R208 581.00 on replacing maliciously damaged palisades and 
R163 103.00 on replacing the stolen BCEW. Overall during the 2014/15 reporting period, Gautrain spent R494 274.00 
on what is regarded as vandalism of Gautrain core and non-core system. This cost includes replacing damaged seats. 

On the other hand, the 2014/15 occurrence costs for both TFR and PRASA Rail can be presented as follows in comparison 
to some previous years’ costs. 

Description Category
Costs [R MILLION]

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Theft & Vandalism Cables 54.3 68.2 19.2 21.4 34.6 51.6

Theft & Vandalism Doors & Windows 0.3 0.4 0.01 0.4 0.5 0.03

Arson Rolling Stock NIL 19.3 NIL NIL NIL NIL

Train Fires Rolling Stock 4.9 8.6 7.11 30.3 11.6 0.17

Level Crossing 
Occurrences R/S & Perway 25.9 3.0 0.62 8.1 46.9 72.7

Collisions R/S & Perway 6.8 25.4 53.5 24.2 60.1 62.9

Derailments R/S & Perway 276.4 816.3 148.1 304.1 258.1 293.1

GRAND TOTAL 368.6 941.2 228.5 388.5 411.8 480.5
Table 7: TFR cost of operational occurrences and security-related incidents from 2009/10 to 2014/15 reporting period 
without inflation adjustment

The financial figures tabled in Table 7 above indicates that overall, TFR recorded a significant 17% increase in occurrence 
costs. There was however, a reduction in costs relating to theft, vandalism of doors and windows as well as train fires. 
The rest of the classifications recorded an increase when compared to the 2013/14 and 2014/15 Financial Year figures. 
Similar to previous years, the main cost driver for TFR remains the derailments of rolling stock and perway costs.  

Similar to TFR, PRASA Rail has also recorded occurrences costs for both the operational occurrences and security-related 
incidents. PRASA Rail’s figures indicates an increase in theft and vandalism incidents as well as in collision and derailment 
occurrences. Train fires and level crossings occurrences have declined. Overall, PRASA recorded a 14% reduction in 
these figures between the 2013/14 and 2014/15 reporting periods. These financial figures can be presented as follows:
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DESCRIPTION
COSTS [R Million]

2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Theft & Vandalism 7.6 6.8 15.1 9.6 9.6 17.5 22.1

Train Fires 43.5 72.8 64.6 126.2 116.7 94.6 79.3

Level Crossing 
Accidents 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.5 15.3 4.48

Collisions 3.5 21.9 24.4 61 30 2.5 4.9

Derailments 5.2 9.7 19.3 6.1 10.1 0.21 0.65

GRAND TOTAL 60.7 111.7 123.5 203.2 167.6 130.3 111.5

Table 8: PRASA Rail cost of operational occurrences and security-related incidents from 2009/10 to 2014/15 reporting 
period without inflation adjustment

The following occurrences and incidents were identified by TFR as being its 2014/15 Top 10 cost-drivers. Similar to the 
three previous reporting periods, derailments remains the main type of occurrences that significantly contributes to 
these costs. 

Date of 
occurrence

Place of 
occurrence Description of occurrence Possible cause

Total Estimate 
loss [R 

Million]

2014-10-23 Maputo Collision train on train Maputo bound train SPAD 56

2014-07-20 Mamathwane Collision level crossing Non adherence to road signs 41

2014-12-11 Attie Derailment running line Unknown – Still investigated 33

2014-06-24 Breyten Collision level crossing Non adherence to road signs 28

2015-03-04 Mkhondo - 
Moolman Damage wagons Defective wagon 14

2014-04-03 Kromellenboog Derailment running line Broken rail 13

2014-05-21 Witpan Derailment running line Broken rail 13

2014-09-30 Mkondo Derailment running line Broken axle 12

2014-06-17 Wintervogel Derailment shunt freight rail Points set incorrectly 12

2014-10-04 Hammanskraal Derailment running line Point clamp became loose 
under movement and speed 11

Table 9: Top 10 TFR 2014/15 significant cost occurrences and incidents
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PRASA Rail recorded a number of occurrences within the provinces in which it operates. These are Gauteng, KwaZulu-
Natal, Eastern Cape and the Western Cape. The national cost of these occurrences and incidents, which are regarded 
as the Top 10 cost drivers can be presented as follows:  

Occurrence Type Place of occurrence Date of occurrence Estimated Loss [R 
Million]

Train Fire Salt River Depot – Western Cape 26/10/ 2014 45

Train Fire Chris Hani – Western Cape 20/08/2014 9

Train Fire Springs – Gauteng 19/06/2014 4

Train Fire Benrose – Gauteng 04/12/2014 4

Train Fire Vereeniging – Gauteng 15/07/2014 3

Train Fire Stretford – Gauteng 20/07/2014 3

Train Fire Chris Hani – Western Cape 14/07/2014 3

Train Collision Berea – KwaZulu-Natal 08/07/2014 2

Train Fire Houtheuwel – Gauteng 13/05/2014 2

Station Fire Durban – KwaZulu-Natal 20/05/2015 2
Table 10: Top 10 PRASA Rail 2014/15 significant cost occurrences and incidents
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3.2. Recorded fatalities and injuries

In most instances, where there is a railway occurrence or incident, the likelihood of fatalities and injuries increase. 
The severity of these fatalities and injuries usually range from minor to critical. However, this classification of 
severity does not exist within South Africa. What is feasible is to present the frequencies thereof. Commencing with 
operational occurrences, a summary of fatalities and injuries recorded during the 2014/15 in relation to the past five 
years can be presented as follows: 

 

YEAR/

CAT*

FATALITIES INJURIES
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A 1 4 2 0 0 0 560 164 1162 420 27 157

B 0 1 1 0 0 0 17 121 33 22 14 12

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D 34 44 13 38 18 17 91 134 48 73 66 68

E 400 364 354 355 394 410 202 199 183 231 201 250

F 5 0 3 0 4 2 149 88 106 77 194 320

G 11 12 7 21 16 21 80 78 80 86 80 134

H 21 16 20 18 7 8 680 618 777 753 689 569

I 0 6 0 0 0 0 98 64 65 76 183 156

J 30 10 12 8 16 15 25 18 26 8 15 20

K 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 29

L 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 50 30 41 29 31

TOTAL 502 457 412 440 456 473 1 906 1 534 2 510 1 787 1 498 1 746

Table 11: Operational occurrences fatalities and injuries trends from 2009/10 to 2014/15 (*See Appendix A for a 
full category description) 

Though the recorded operational occurrences fatalities might seem to have increased slightly between the 2013/14 
and 2014/15 reporting periods. The continued increasing trend noted is of concern to the RSR. Between 2012/13 
and 2013/14, a 7% increase was recorded, while between 2013/14 and 2014/15 a 4% increase was recorded. Bearing 
in mind that the loss of one life is one too many, such a trend cannot be acceptable. The increasing trend in the 
recorded injuries cannot be left unattended and warrants urgent attention. 

The major concern with the recorded fatalities is the alarming constant increase in persons struck by trains recorded 
under Category E. A total of 394 fatalities were recorded under this category during the 2014/15 reporting period. 
This suggests an increase of 11% compared to the 2013/14 reporting period. 
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The primary causes of these fatalities can be attributed to poor town planning as well as people who tend to find 
themselves within the railway reserve for whatever reason. Some of these persons are forced to cross the railway 
lines to access their day-to-day amenities, while others find themselves there due to residential areas in proximity of 
the railway reserve. Children play within the railway line while other people use the railway line to defecate. All these 
actions undermine the dangers of train movements and increases the possibility of being struck by trains. 

Coupled to these fatalities, is the concern regarding the 24% increase in injuries captured under Category E. This 
is indicative of the fact that more and more people are gaining access onto the railway reserve without taking 
cognisance of the dangers that accompanies these actions. Individuals tend to use the railway reserve as “another 
path” or simply a play area. According to the Rapid Rail Police figures, 17 145 people were arrested for crossing the 
railway without authorization. This indicates a 15% increase when compared to the 14 903 people arrested during 
the 2013/14 reporting period. 

3.3.  TFR and PRASA Rail derailment and collision rate

Amid all the challenges surrounding train movements as well the occurrences costs that is associated with train 
movements, trains derail or collide with other trains. 

The available TFR and PRASA Rail data is normalized to establish the rate at which these happen. This can be presented 
as follows:

COLLISIONS (NORMALIZED PER MILLION TRAIN KM)

2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

TFR 18.19 16.63 16.17 15.16 16.5 18.03 19.62

PRASA 2.33 1.57 1.79 2 1.79 0.003 2.34

DERAILMENTS (NORMALISED PER MILLION TRAIN KM)

2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

TFR 13.22 11.29 10.76 8.27 8.34 7.69 6.48

PRASA 1.06 0.73 1.06 1.15 0.93 0.002 1.38
Table 12: TFR and PRASA Rail normalized collisions and derailments from 2008/09 to 2014/15

 

The data presented indicates that the collision rate for both operators has increased between 2013/14 and 2014/15, 
with TFR having reduced its derailment rates during the same period under review. TFR’s collision rate increased by 
8% while PRASA Rail’s increased by 779% between the 2013/14 and 2014/15 reporting periods. TFR’s derailment rate 
decreased by 15% while PRASA Rail’s increased by 689%. 
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4. ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES

The RSR has been receiving operational occurrence and security-related data from the railway operators within South 
Africa for some time. The data is submitted in accordance with Clause 37 of the Act and amplified in the SANS 3000-1. 
This data is housed within the RSR database and is continually used to monitor the safety performance of the railway 
operators within South Africa. More importantly, this data is used to produce this Report in fulfilment of the requirements 
of Clause 20 of the Act. 

The analysis made hereunder accounts for the data which the RSR has received as a minimum reporting requirement 
over and above the responsibility placed on the operators to record, manage and investigate all railway occurrences and 
incidents which takes place within their realm. Bearing in mind the vision of the RSR for the period 2015 – 2020 to aspire 
to achieve zero occurrences, all actions and activities will be focused on working towards realising the vision. 

4.1. The recorded operational occurrences

The safety performance of the railway industry in South Africa has been on a constant fluctuation. At the same time, 
the kilometres travelled is on a constant rise. Thus the data presented hereunder are absolute values and does not 
necessarily consider the increase in kilometres. The concern however remains regarding occurrence categories which 
results in fatalities and injuries. A five year trend of these occurrences can be presented as follows:  

 Category/Year 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

A -  Collisions 868 860 917 980 1059

B -  Derailments 895 798 777 718 592

C -  SPADS 130 194 144 121 93

D -  Level Crossings 161 123 128 119 109

E -  Persons Struck 562 534 576 588 643

F -  People Section 82 104 89 209 338

G -  People Designated 92 97 109 94 163

H -  Platform Train 632 795 776 715 612

I -   Station Infrastructure 65 66 79 190 166

J -   Electric Shock 29 34 19 35 34

K -  Spillage 343 343 280 250 265

L -   Fires 322 400 368 568 558

GRAND TOTAL 4 181 4 348 4 262 4 587 4 632
Table 13: Operational occurrences summary from 2010/11 to 2014/15 reporting period

The data presented in Table 13 above indicates that generally, there has been an increase in the number of occurrences 
recorded over the years. In view of the 2014/15 data, TFR and PRASA Rail contributed 91% of the total number of 
recorded occurrences. 
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OPERATOR PERCENT CONTRIBUTION ON OCCURRENCES

TFR CONTRIBUTION 49%

PRASA CONTRIBUTION 41%

OTHER 9%

TFR AND PRASA 91%
Table 14: The 2014/15 operators contribution to the total number of operational occurrences

The following categories contributed significantly to the overall total of occurrences recorded during the 2014/15 
reporting period:

• Category A: Collisions during movement of rolling stock - 23%

• Category E: Persons struck by trains during movement of rolling stock - 14%

• Category B: Derailments during movement of rolling stock - 13%

• Category H: People related occurrences: platform- train interchange - 13%

• Category L: Fires-12%

The historical data further indicates that these categories have always been on the lead areas under which 
operational occurrences are being recorded. Of concern is that collisions seem to be undeniably high, warranting 
urgent intervention. TFR was responsible for 21% of these occurrences during the 2014/15 reporting period.  

CAT/YEAR 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

A 868 21% 860 20% 917 22% 980 21% 1059 23%

B 895 21% 798 18% 777 18% 718 16% 592 13%

C 130 3% 194 4% 144 3% 121 3% 93 2%

D 161 4% 123 3% 128 3% 119 3% 109 2%

E 562 13% 534 12% 576 14% 588 13% 643 14%

F 82 2% 104 2% 89 2% 209 5% 338 7%

G 92 2% 97 2% 109 3% 94 2% 163 4%

H 632 15% 795 18% 776 18% 715 16% 612 13%

I 65 2% 66 2% 79 2% 190 4% 166 4%

J 29 1% 34 1% 19 0% 35 1% 34 1%

K 343 8% 343 8% 280 7% 250 5% 265 6%

L 322 8% 400 9% 368 9% 568 12% 558 12%

TOTAL 4 181 100% 4 348 100% 4 262 100% 4 587 100% 4 632 100%

Table 15: All operators recorded occurrences trends from 2010/11 to 2014/15 reporting period
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4.1.1. Collisions during movement of rolling stock

Collisions remain a huge challenge for the railways within South Africa. Collision occurrences contributed 21% 
of the 4 587 occurrences reported during the 2013/14 reporting period. During the 2014/15 reporting period, 
collisions contributed 23% of the 4 632 recorded operational occurrences. 

COLLISIONS

CATEGORY A
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

2014/15 TOTAL SPLIT PER OPERATOR

TFR PRASA ALL OPS EXCL TFR & PRASA

A-a 17 6 14 7 3 4

A-b 714 854 933 852 51 30

A-c 14 4 3 0 0 3

A-d 67 39 40 21 2 17

A-e 69 55 53 30 0 23

A-f 36 22 16 13 0 3

TOTAL 917 980 1059 923 56 80
Table 16: Year-on-year comparison of collisions subcategories and 2014/15 contribution split

The data in Table 16 indicates that TFR contributed 50% of the total running-line collisions (A-a) during the 2014/15 
reporting period. TFR’s occurrences where there was a collision with an obstruction on a running line – including 
road vehicles colliding with rolling stock (A-b) increased by 10% between the 2013/14 and 2014/15 reporting 
periods. Overall during the 2014/15 reporting period, TFR contributed 13% of the recorded Category A (Collisions 
during movement of rolling stock) occurrences. 

This is indicative of the consequences of the open nature of the network and the increasing number of persons 
occupying the railway reserves. It is important to acknowledge that people who gain access into the rail network 
leave items such as debris, stones and other unwanted items on the railway lines. Game and livestock colliding 
with rolling stock also contributed to the increase in the number of recorded occurrences under this category. As a 
result, this increasing collisions trend is presented as follows: 

Graph 1: Year-on-year 2009/10 to 2014/15 collisions during movement of rolling stock trend
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In view of the year-on-year increase in the total number of collisions during movement of rolling stock, a significant 
increase of 133% was recorded under subcategory (A-a) which captures collisions between rolling stock on a running 
line. A further 9% increase was recorded under collisions of rolling stock with an obstruction on a running line 
(including road vehicles colliding with rolling stock) (A-b). This breakdown is presented as follows:   

4.1.2. Persons struck by trains during movement of rolling stock 

With the expansion of the global economy, more people are migrating to the cities. As a consequence the is a need 
for the expansion of residential areas. However, some of these residential areas geographical positioning tend to 
have a negative impact on the railways. Certain individuals identify the railway reserve as being an ideal open space 
on which to build their residences. At the same time, the municipal town planning activities often also compromise 
the railways. With people having access to the railway reserves, the probability of persons being  struck by trains 
increase. 

During the 2014/15 reporting period, a total of 394 persons were fatally injured by trains while 250 were injured. As 
a result, these occurrences were 14% of the recorded 2014/15 operational occurrences. 

Graph 2: All operators collisions per subcategory 2013/14 vs 2014/15 reporting period

Graph 3: Persons struck by trains total number of occurrences, fatalities and injuries trend from 2012/13 to 
2014/15 reporting period
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The data presented in Graph 3 above indicates that the total number of occurrences and fatalities as a result 
of persons struck by trains is on the increase. Between 2012/13 and 2013/14 reporting periods, a 2% increase 
in the total number of occurrences and a 10% increase in fatalities were recorded. A 9% increase in the total 
number of occurrences and a 4% in the total number of fatalities was recorded between 2013/14 and 2014/15 
reporting periods. This increase impacts negatively on train operations warranting urgent intervention from all 
railway stakeholders and surrounding communities. 

The trend further indicates that there was a 24% increase in the number of persons injured between the 2013/14 
and 2014/15 reporting periods. Though there is no measurement currently being used in South Africa to measure 
the severity of injuries, the possibility of those persons struck by trains having less severe injuries, is extremely 
unlikely. 

A further analysis of these occurrences was done in order to establish where within South Africa these occurrences 
are taking place. Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape are areas where a significant number of such 
occurrences have been recorded during the 2014/15 reporting period. A significant number of persons who were 
struck by trains were members of the public as well as employees. The fact that members of the public are struck 
by trains indicates that people have easy access to the railway network. They may be using the network for various 
reasons such as crime, committing suicide or to access amenities easily. Of serious concern is the number of 
employees being struck by trains, particularly on the running line. This suggests that these employees either do not 
adhere to safety precautions when occupying the railway lines or the desired safety culture is being neglected. The 
provincial percentage breakdown of these occurrences can be presented as follows:

Province/

Subcategory

Public 
Struck on 
running line 
(E-a)

Employee 
Struck on 
running line 
(E-b)

Contractor 
struck on 
running line 
(E-c)

Public struck 
on other 
line (E-d)

Employee 
Struck on 
other line
(E-e)

Grand 
Total

Eastern Cape 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4%
Free State 1% 0% 0% 75% 0% 2%
Gauteng 37% 25% 43% 0% 0% 36%
KwaZulu-Natal 21% 25% 29% 0% 100% 21%
Limpopo 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
Mpumalanga 2% 25% 0% 25% 0% 2%
North West 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2%
Northern Cape 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
Western Cape 32% 25% 29% 0% 0% 31%

Table 17: Persons struck by trains 2014/15 provincial breakdown per subcategory

Taking cognisance of the percentage breakdown of the total number of occurrences where persons were 
struck during movement of rolling stock (other than at a level crossings), it was deemed necessary to 
further identify the specific places where these occurrences have been recorded. A criteria for presenting 
this information in the Report was thus decided upon.  It was decided to present places where a minimum 
of five occurrences have been recorded irrespective of the number of fatalities or injuries recorded. 
Thornwood, Nyanga and Phillipi were identified as the three areas with a high frequency of such occurrences 
during the 2014/15 reporting period. Without being ranked, these places can be presented as follows: 
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PLACE OF 
OCCURRENCE

SUBCATEGORY
Grand Total

E-a E-b E-c E-d E-e

Stretford 8     8

Dassenhoek 9     9

Thornwood 11     11

Eikenfontein 7     7

Elsies River 5     5

Netreg 5     5

Nolungile 7     7

Nyanga 13  1   14

Philippi 15  1   16

Woodstock 6     6

Ysterplaat 5     5
Table 18: The 2014/15 reporting period places where at least 5 occurrences were recorded of persons struck 
during movement of rolling stock 

PLACE/

SUBCAT

E-a E-c TOTALS
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rie
s Grand Total 

Occurrences
Grand Total 

Fatalities
Grand Total 

Injuries

Stretford 8 4 5    8 4 5

Dassenhoek 9 2 7    9 2 7

Thornwood 11 3 8    11 3 8

Eikenfontein 7 7 0    7 7 0

Elsies River 5 2 3    5 2 3

Netreg 5 2 2    5 2 2

Nolungile 7 5 2    7 5 2

Nyanga 13 9 4 1 0 1 14 9 5

Philippi 16 12 4 1 0 1 17 12 5

Woodstock 6 2 4    6 2 4

Ysterplaat 5 3 2    5 3 2
Table 19: The 2014/15 reporting period places where at least 5 occurrences were recorded of persons struck 
during movement of rolling stock reflecting fatalities and Injuries

Amplifying the data and place as presented in Table 18 above, the data in Table 19 suggests that a significant 
number of persons were fatally injured at Philippi, Nyanga and Eikenfontein. There were no other Category E 
subcategories under which occurrences have been reported apart from subcategories E-a and E-c, hence omitted 
from the table.  
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4.1.3. Derailments during movement of rolling stock

Derailments during movement of rolling stock occurrences contributed 13% of the total 4 632 operational 
occurrences recorded during the 2014/15 reporting period. This follows a declining trend, which commenced during 
the 2011/12 reporting period. During 2011/12, derailments during movement of rolling stock contributed 18% of the 
total number of occurrences recorded.  This was the same as in the 2012/13 reporting period. A further reduction 
was recorded during 2013/14 by contributing 16% of the total recorded occurrences. This declining trend can be 
presented as follows: 

Amid the 36% increase on derailments during tippler activities (B-c), there was a significant 24% reduction in the 
derailment of rolling stock on a running line (B-a) occurrences and a 16% reduction of derailments of rolling stock on 
a line other than a running line occurrences (B-b). The latter subcategory has always been a challenge in view of the 
number of occurrences which were recorded in the previous reporting periods. This reduction is very commendable. 
Important to note is that though speeds are very low with these other lines because they are yards, depots and 
sidings, the damage of assets usually goes with loss in revenue. It is also commendable in a sense that if there can be 
a serious reduction in the damage of assets, consideration to improve the railway environment and the possibility to 
avail more assets within the operations is possible. In other words, the revenue used to repair or replace assets may 
be used to provide and procure more safe assets.

Graph 4: Declining trend of derailments for all operators from 2009/010 to 2014/15 reporting period
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Nonetheless, this breakdown and reductions can be read in the year-on-year graph presented below.  

 

TFR singularly contributed a total of 305 derailment occurrences during the 2014/15 reporting period. This constitutes 
52% in view of the total number of derailment occurrences recorded during the 2014/15 reporting period. In order 
to put these derailments into perspective, it can be expanded further in following table: 

Subcategory TFR Derailment Category Total Subcategory TFR Derailment Category Total

B-a C1 5 B-b C2 2
C2 2 C3 5
C3 6 C4 217

C4 60 B-b Total 224

B-a Total 73 B-c C4 8
B-c Total 8

Grand Total 305
C1 = derailment of 15 or more rail vehicles; C2 = derailment of 10 - 14 rail vehicles; C3 = derailment of 5 - 9 rail 
vehicles; C4 = derailment of 1 - 4 rail vehicle

Table 20: TFR severity classification of the 2014/15 recorded derailments  

The data suggests that a significant proportion of the TFR derailments involved between 1 and 4 rail vehicles. This 
was both for the running line derailments as well as derailments on a line other than a running line. Furthermore, 
after perusing the submitted BOI reports received from TFR, it is evident that most of the derailments as well as the 
collisions recorded by TFR can be attributed to human factors. In most instances, it is evident that the personnel 
within TFR seem to apply substandard activities while executing their tasks, thus compromising safety. TFR should  
therefore probe this matter fully and employ efficient methods to curb the number of these derailments and possibly 
other occurrence categories.    

Graph 5: Derailments subcategories breakdown year-on-year comparison
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4.1.4. Platform-train interchange

The Platform-Train Interchange (PTI) occurrences are being captured under Category H (People related occurrences: 
platform-train interchange of SANS 3000-1). During the 2014/15 reporting period, this category contributed to 13% 
of the overall recorded operational occurrences. This suggests a 3% reduction compared to the 16% this category 
contributed to t during the 2013/14 reporting period. 

Similar to the previous reporting period, PRASA Rail accounted for 97% of the 2014/15 reporting period PTI 
occurrences which is 1% less than the contribution it made during the 2013/14 reporting period. The other 
significant contributor to these occurrences was the Shosholoza Meyl, presented in Table 22 below as part of the 
other operators, excluding TFR and PRASA Rail. However, in order to present this declining trend, a graph of all 
operators’ year-on-year totals comparisons, subcategory table year-on-year and the 2014/15 operator subcategory 
distribution is depicted. 

CATEGORY H SUBCATEGORIES/ YEAR 
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Passenger fell between platform and train 102 58 109 84 86 90

Passenger fell on platform 637 574 684 687 621 521

Employee fell between platform and train 1 0 1 1 1 1

Employee fell on  platform 0 0 1 1 3 0

Contractor fell between platform and train 0 0 0 3 0 0

Contractor fell on platform 1 0 0 0 4 0

Grand Total 741 632 795 776 715 612

Table 21: All operators Category H subcategory year-on-year totals comparison

Graph 6: All operators year-on-year 2009/10 to 2014/15 comparison of people related occurrences: platform-
train interchange
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The data suggests that there has been a significant number of occurrences recorded under Category H where 
passengers fell on the platform. This is indicative of a number of possibilities. Part of these possibilities includes 
the issue of platform-train clearance as well as uneven surfaces on platforms. The other possibility is that these 
occurrences are a consequence of over-crowding. Persons entraining or detraining might not have sight of the 
platform height or fail to have an appreciation for the platform surface and thus fall on the platform. PRASA Rail 
contributed significantly to these type of occurrences. The distribution hereof can be presented as follows: 

Category H GRAND 
TOTAL

TFR PRASA OTHER
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

a - Passenger fell between train and platform 90 1 81 8

b - Passenger fell on platform 521 1 513 7

c - Employee fell between train and platform 1 0 0 1

d - Employee fell on platform 0 0 0 0

e - Contractor fell between train and platform 0 0 0 0

f - Contractor fell on platform 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 612 2 594 16
Table 22: The 2014/15 platform-train occurrences distribution per operator from the grand total

4.1.5. Level Crossings

A total of 109 level crossings occurrences has been recorded during the 2014/15 reporting period, resulting in 17 
fatalities and 68 injuries. Compared to the 2013/14 reporting period, a reduction of 8% on the overall number 
of occurrences and 5% on fatalities is evident, amid the 3% increase on injuries. The graph below represents the 
overall number of occurrences, followed by the recorded fatalities and injuries. 

The vision of the RSR for the period 2015 – 2020, aspiring to achieve zero occurrences as well as all actions 
and activities will focus on working towards this vision. One of the objectives contained in this Report is to 
enable people and rail to co-exist safely through the promotion of a safe increase of rail corridor capacity to 
meet envisaged future demands by influencing integrated transport and land-use planning and overseeing and 
regulating operators.

Graph 7: The level crossings overall total trend year-on-year comparison from 2009/10 to 2014/15 
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Listed under this objective is the reduction in the number of level crossing occurrences by 5% each reporting period 
commencing from 2015/16 to 2019/20. By default, the figures presented below already indicates that this reduction 
has already commenced. The RSR can only encourage this reduction and possibly catalyse the zero occurrences 
under this category. 

Nonetheless, it is important to note that level crossings occurrences are not located in one geographical area. 
They are spread throughout South Africa. As a result, such occurrences are likely to be high at one stage and very 
low in another. This remains a concern, because the burden of responsibility rest on all those involved, including 
municipalities, motorists as well as train operators. 

Through investigations, it has been established that the cause of such occurrences can be attributed to motorists’ 
behaviour of not abiding to the rules of the road.  Furthermore, it can also be attributed to municipalities for not 
providing adequate road warning and/or markings at level crossings. More so, the road authorities seem to have 
relaxed their authority with regards to level crossings. 

Motorists fail to stop and make the necessary observations at level crossings. Some even race to prove that their 
vehicles can move faster than the trains. In most instances, such behaviour results in level crossing occurrences 
during which people lose their lives or are seriously injured. 

Graph 8: All operators total number of level crossings occurrences and the resulting injuries and fatalities 
trend from 2009/10 to 2014/15 
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During the 2014/15 reporting period, the following percentage distribution per province can be presented:

In presenting this provincial distribution (including Lesotho due to TFRs train operations) with the recorded fatalities 
and injuries, the following percentage distribution table may be presented by omitting the categories under which 
zero fatalities and/or fatalities are being recorded: 
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Eastern Cape 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 0% 0%

Free State 10% 9% 2% 27% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 12% 7% 4%

Gauteng 20% 18% 15% 18% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 33% 20% 20% 14%

KwaZulu-Natal 15% 18% 2% 27% 100% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0% 17% 20% 3%

Lesotho 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Limpopo 7% 0% 3% 18% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 0% 3%

Mpumalanga 11% 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 10% 0% 10%

North West 11% 27% 65% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 33% 11% 27% 62%

Northern 
Cape 3% 0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 0% 0%

Western Cape 13% 27% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 33% 12% 27% 3%

Table 23: 2014/15 Level Crossings provincial percentage contribution for total number of occurrences, fatalities 
and injuries. * Fatalities and Injuries with zero number omitted

Graph 9: Provincial distribution of the 2014/15 level crossings occurrences
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Based on the overall total, it would seem as though the North West Province took the lead in the total number 
of injuries recorded.  Following an in-depth scrutiny of all the recorded data, it surfaced that the cause of this 
increase were the 29 contractors who were injured during a level crossing occurrence which took place on the 
17 October 2014 at Impala Platinum Mines. At least one fatality was recorded during this occurrences, while the 
recorded injuries were not as severe. Five of the injured contractors did not need to be hospitalised nor did they 
need any medical attention. 

The Western Cape and North West contributed a significant percentage,27% respectively, of fatalities as a result 
of level crossings collisions between rolling stock and a road vehicle(s) (including motor vehicle, bicycles or 
animal –drawn vehicles) at a recognised level crossing on a running line (D-a). These were followed by Gauteng 
and KwaZulu-Natal where each recorded18% of the fatalities under the same subcategory (D-a). Only KwaZulu-
Natal recorded an occurrence where a person(s) was struck by rolling stock at a recognised pedestrian level 
crossing subcategory (D-c). Gauteng, North West and the Western Cape were also the sole provinces under 
which person(s) was struck by rolling stock at a recognised road level crossing (D-d). 

The data suggests that TFR significantly contributed to the total number of running line level crossings occurrences 
during the 2014/15 reporting period. This was followed by PRASA Rail, with the rest of the industry making up 
the difference. 

Graph 10: All operators 2014/15 level crossings 
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5. ANALYSIS OF SECURITY-RELATED INCIDENTS 

The Act defines security as freedom from intentional harm or damage to persons or property. In an effort to 
ensure that there are safe railways operations in the country, the RSR takes cognisance of the security-related 
incidents albeit the South African Police Services (SAPS) being the custodian of the South African security 
statistics. This is over and above the RSR’s Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Rapid Rail Police 
(RRP). As a result, both the RRP and RSR’s security-related incidents data is being presented in the current 
Report. This need not be interpreted separately. Instead, it needs to be seen as complementing each other.  

During the 2014/15 reporting period, the RSR recorded a total of 6 222 security-related incidents. The RRP 
recorded 33 021 incidents. This includes 2 730 Contact Crimes, 443 Contact Related Crimes, 4 832 Property 
Related Crimes and 2 002 Crimes Detected as a result of Police Action. In terms of the classification of safety 
related incidents, Contact crimes are murder, attempted murder, assault with gross bodily harm, common 
assault. Sexual offences are rape, attempted rape and indecent assault, while aggravated robbery comprises 
of  carjacking, truck jacking, city robbery, bank robbery, house robbery, business robbery and other robbery. 
Contact related crime are arson and malicious damage to property. Property related crimes consist of house 
breaking (residential), house breaking (business), motor vehicle theft, theft out of/from motor vehicles, 
commercial crime, fraud and corruption, shoplifting, theft of nonferrous metal, e.g. copper, iron, zinc, etc., 
stock theft and other theft. 

Evidently there is a gap between the SAPS and the RSR’s security-related statistics. Efforts to close this gap are 
being made through the NRCCF, taking cognisance that the SAPS records all incidents on the Case Administration 
System (CAS), while the RSR receives the data from the operators, as required by the Act and amplified in the 
SANS. 

Nonetheless, the RSR’s 2014/15 reporting period suggests that there was a 32% increase in the overall total 
number of incidents recorded during 2014/15 compared to the 2013/14 reporting period. The RRP data also 
suggests that there was a 3% increase in railway environment crime during the 2014/15 when compared to 
the total 31 975 incidents recorded during the 2013/14 reporting period. With regards to the SAPS data, a 
significant 18% increase was recorded under contact crimes and a 17% increase under property related crimes. 

The RSR data indicates that there was a 37% increase in theft of assets impacting on operational safety (Category 
1) and a 7% increase in malicious damage (vandalism) to property, impacting on operational safety (Category 2) 
incidents. Therefore, the overall trend on security-related incidents totals can be presented as follows: 

In view of the data presented in Graph 11 above, a breakdown of these totals for the 2014/15 reporting period 
can be presented as follows, with specific focus on the two large operators, namely TFR and PRASA on the basis 
that they remain the prominent contributors to these incidents.

Graph 11: All operators security-related incidents total from 2011/12 to 2014/15 reporting period
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 YEAR  2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014-2015

 CATEGORY* ALL ALL ALL TFR PRASA OTHER TOTAL

Category 1 3 639 2 900 3 068 2 089 2 083 41 4 213

Category 2 1 091 789 1 019 271 665 158 1 094

Category 3 2 12 6 0 0 0 0

Category 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Category 5 1 2 7 0 2 0 2

Category 6 5 5 4 0 4 0 4

Category 7 352 200 283 0 515 1 516

Category 8 285 142 247 0 277 1 278

Category 9 326 74 69 55 59 1 115

GRAND TOTAL 5 702 4 124 4 703 2 415 3 605 202 6 222
Table 24: RSR recorded security-related incidents from 2011/12 to 2014/15 (*See Appendix A for a full category 
explanation/description) 

Though there has been minute changes in certain security-related incidents categories, two categories indicates a 
decrease in the total number of recorded incidents when comparing 2013/14 data to that of the 2014/15 reporting 
period. These categories are malicious damage (vandalism) to property, impacting on operational safety (Category 
2) and personal safety on stations (Category 8).  

CATEGORY
CONTRIBUTIONS

2013/14 2014/15

1: Theft of assets impacting on operational safety 65% 68%

2: Malicious damage (vandalism) to property impacting on operational safety 22% 18%

3: Threats of operational safety 0% 0%

4: Train kidnapping or hijacking 0% 0%

5: Crowd-related occurrences 0% 0%

6: Industrial action 0% 0%

7: Personal safety on trains 6% 8%

8: Personal safety on stations 5% 4%

9: Personal safety outside station platform area (in section between stations, 
including yards, sidings and depots) 1% 2%

Table 25: All operators 2013/14 vs 2014/15 security-related categories totals contribution to the overall total 
comparison
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Bearing in mind these contributions, it is imperative to unpack the data recorded in Category 1, Categories 2 and 
7 as these depicts significant percentage contributions to the overall total number of the recorded incidents. 

5.1. Theft of assets impacting on operational safety

Theft of assets impacting on operational safety seems to be on a constant increase year-on-year. During 
the 2012/13 reporting period, this category contributed 70% of the recorded 4 124 overall security-related 
incidents. This category further contributed 65% of the overall 4 703 incidents during the 2013/14 reporting 
period. Under the current reporting period, this category contributed 68% of the overall recorded incidents. 
These incident trends can be presented as follows, with specific focus on the quarters’ totals.

The data presented in Figure 2 below suggests that over a thousand theft of assets impacting on operational 
safety incidents has been reported under three quarters during the 2014/15 reporting period. As the three-
year trend would suggest, over the three-year window period, a significant number of such incidents would be 
recorded under Quarter 1 and to some extent, under Quarter 4. However, during the 2014/15 reporting period, 
the trend remained relatively high with the only decline being noticed during Quarter 4. 

The 2014/15 reporting period breakdown of the Category 1 incidents is presented in the graph below. Unpacking 
this Category and comparing the 2013/2014 to the 2014/15 reporting period data through the subcategories, 
it is evident that for both reporting periods, a significant number of incidents related to the theft of train 
control equipment such as signalling in Section 1-g. These were followed by the theft of civil infrastructure 
components. This is indicative of the open nature of the railway network as well as the now developing trend 
of unwarranted criminal activity within the network. Catalysing this may be the proximity of households within 
the network as well as the increasing number of unemployed people who resort to crime in order to make a 
living. These actions are done without recognising the dangers it poses to train movements. Furthermore, the 
revenue costs involved in either protecting or replacing when stolen, are exorbitant. 

Figure 2: Theft of assets trend per quarter from 2012/13 to 2014/15 reporting period
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Also comparing all the security-related incidents in general, it remains evident that theft of operational assets as well 
as malicious damage to property, both impacting on operational safety were on the rise during the period under 
review. The same can be said about Category 7 - Personal safety on stations Category 8 - Personal Safety on trains 
and Category 9 - Personal safety outside station platform areas, in section between stations including yards, sidings 
and depots.

Graph 12: All operators 2014/15 Category 1 (theft of assets impacting on operational safety) incidents breakdown 
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The data for the 2014/15 reporting period, comparing all the operators security-related incidents for all the 
categories as per the SANS may be presented as follows: 

In order to indicate the province in which these incidents took place, the data was further analysed. The data 
suggested that both Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal recorded at least one incident under each of the theft subcategories 
as per the SANS. This was followed by the Western Cape.  A summary hereof can be presented as follows: 

PROVINCE/ SUBCAT* 1-a 1-b 1-c 1-d 1-e 1-f 1-g 1-h 1-i

Eastern Cape 0% 0% 3% 0% 2% 0% 1% 0% 2%

Free State 0% 0% 1% 0% 3% 0% 2% 0% 1%

Gauteng 48% 69% 40% 20% 49% 80% 37% 50% 21%

KwaZulu-Natal 12% 4% 14% 41% 13% 10% 22% 14% 53%

Limpopo 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%

Mpumalanga 2% 0% 5% 0% 27% 0% 12% 0% 3%

North West 2% 0% 1% 8% 0% 10% 1% 0% 4%

Northern Cape 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 2%

Western Cape 34% 28% 35% 31% 5% 0% 23% 36% 13%
Table 26: 2014/15 All operators percentage distribution for theft of assets impacting on operational safety 
incidents per province (*See Appendix A for full subcategory definition)

Graph 13: All operators 2013/14 vs 2014/15 security-related incidents 
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5.2. Malicious damage (vandalism) to property impacting on operational safety

The malicious damage (vandalism) to property impacting on operational safety incidents contributed 22% of the 
overall number of incidents recorded during the 2013/14 reporting period. During the 2014/15 reporting period, 
these incidents contributed 18% of the  6 222 recorded incidents. Though suggesting a decrease in the contribution, 
these incidents are on an increase when compared to the 1 019 incidents recorded during the 2013/14 reporting 
period and the 1 094 incidents recorded during 2014/15 reporting period. This is in line with the RRP data, which 
indicates that there were 422 incidents of malicious damage to property recorded on CAS during 2013/14 and 
443 incidents during the 2014/15 reporting period. This also suggests a 5% increase in incidents on CAS between 
the 2013/14 and 2014/15 reporting periods. During the 2014/15 reporting period the RSR recorded the following 
Category 2 incidents.  These incidents can be presented as follows when depicted per sub-category as well as when 
reflecting on the operators’ contribution:

MALICIOUS DAMAGE TO PROPERTY SUBCATEGORY GRAND 
TOTAL TFR PRASA OTHER

a: Rolling stock components in section 336 59 160 117

b: Rolling stock components in yards and sidings (staged) 94 0 94 0

c: Civil infrastructure components in section 131 21 70 40

d: Civil infrastructure components in yards and sidings 23 1 22 0

e: Overhead traction equipment in section 34 23 11 0

f: Overhead traction equipment in yards and sidings 2 0 2 0

g: Train control equipment (signalling) in section 447 166 281 0

h: Train control equipment (signalling) in yards and sidings 3 0 3 0

i: Ancillary equipment including public address systems, 
information boards, CCTV 24 1 22 1

GRAND TOTAL 1094 271 665 158
Table 27: Malicious damage (vandalism) to property 2014/15 incidents distribution

Following the data in Table 27 above, it is evident that PRASA remains a significant victim of malicious damage 
to property incidents compared to other operators.. This is particularly on train control equipment, namely 
signalling, in section.  This can  possibly be attributed to the fact that its network mostly runs within built up 
areas and persons have easy access to these components. It is possibly for the same reason that PRASA is yet 
again a significant victim of malicious damage to property of rolling stock components in section. The information 
gathered from the PRASA reports is that in most instances persons strike trains with stones as they pass through, 
resulting in broken windows. At times, passengers also get injured in that process. A further breakdown of this 
contribution in terms of percentage contribution per operator as well as sub-category can be presented as follows:

OPERATOR/ SUBCAT 2-a 2-b 2-c 2-d 2-e 2-f 2-g 2-h 2-i Grand 
Total

Gautrain 0% 0% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

PRASA Rail 45% 100% 79% 92% 31% 50% 62% 100% 92% 61%

Shosholoza Meyl 37% 0% 0% 0% 3% 25% 1% 0% 0% 13%

Transnet Freight Rail 17% 0% 21% 4% 66% 25% 37% 0% 8% 25%
Table 28: The 2014/15 malicious damage to property subcategory contribution per operator
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5.3. Personal safety on trains, stations and outside station platform area

The incidents covering personal safety are in accordance with the SANS captured under three distinct categories. 
Important to note is that these incidents are not always reported to the operator, RSR or RRP. The categories 
are Category 7, 8 and 9. Category 7 covers personal safety on trains, Category 8, personal safety on stations and 
Category 9 covers personal safety outside platform area in section between stations, including yards, sidings and 
depots. The subcategories are the same hence the distribution of incidents captured under these three categories 
during the 2014/15 reporting period may be presented as follows:

SUBCATEGORY CATEGORY 7 : 
SAFETY ON TRAINS

CATEGORY 8:

SAFETY ON 
STATIONS

CATEGORY 9: SAFETY OUTSIDE 
PLATFORM AREA INCLUDING YARDS, 

SIDINGS AND DEPOTS

a: Murder 0 7 7

b: Attempted Murder 7 10 13

c: Rape 1 1 4

d: Assault 223 111 19

e: Indecent Assault 0 2 0

f: Aggravated robbery 150 74 62

g: Common robbery 116 65 10

h: Theft 19 8 0

i: Bomb explosion 0 0 0

 GRAND TOTAL 516 278 115

Table 29: 2014/15 security-related personal safety incidents for three categories as per the SANS

According to the data presented in Table 29 above, a total of 516 incidents relating to personal safety on trains 
were recorded during the 2014/15 reporting period. This suggests an 8% contribution to the overall 2014/15 
reporting period.. Category 8 and 9 both contributed 4% and 2% respectively during the same period under review. 
However, compared to the 283 incidents recorded during the 2013/14 reporting period, Category 7 increased by 
82%, Category 8 increased by 12% and Category 9 increased by 66%.  The year-on-year incidents data of these 
categories for all the operators can be presented as follows:

CATEGORY/ REPORTING 
PERIOD

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL ALL

7: On Trains 477 608 352 200 283 516

8: On Stations 540 270 285 142 247 278

9: Outside stations 243 238 326 74 69 115
Table 30: All operators 2009/10 to 2014/15 security-related personal safety incidents trends for three categories 
as per the SANS
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Further unpacking the data into separate categories, it remains evident that PRASA has for some time been the dominant 
contributor to the personal safety incidents recorded over a period of time. Category 7 is depicted in Table 31 below.

CATEGORY 7: 
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TFR PRASA OTHER

a: Murder 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
b: Attempted Murder 4 0 0 5 3 7 1 0 0
c: Rape 0 0 0 8 0 1 0 0 0
d: Assault 0 0 0 35 164 223 4 0 0

e: Indecent Assault 0 0 0 27 1 0 0 0 0

f: Aggravated robbery 0 0 0 30 28 150 1 0 0

g: Common robbery 0 0 0 60 78 116 2 0 0

h: Theft 0 0 0 21 9 18 1 0 1

i: Bomb explosion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 4 0 0 187 283 515 9 0 1
Table 31: All operators year-on-year personal safety on trains trends 

From 2012/13 to 2014/15 reporting period, TFR accounted for four attempted murder incidents. PRASA alone accounted 
for 15 and the other operators contributed for one during the same period under review. Overall, since the 2012/13 
reporting period, PRASA recorded at least one incident under all the Category 7 sub-categories, with the exception of 
bomb explosion incidents. As a result, the PRASA grand total for these incidents is annually increasing. 

CATEGORY 8: 
SUBCATEGORY/ YEAR
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TFR PRASA OTHER
a: Murder 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 0
b: Attempted Murder 0 0 0 6 0 10 0 0 0
c: Rape 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
d: Assault 0 0 0 51 120 110 0 2 1
e: Indecent Assault 0 0 0 9 2 2 0 0 0
f: Aggravated robbery 0 0 0 23 36 74 0 0 0
g: Common robbery 0 0 0 43 74 65 0 0 0
h: Theft 0 0 0 9 7 8 1 5 0
i: Bomb explosion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 0 0 0 141 240 277 1 7 1

Table 32: All operators year-on-year personal safety on stations trends
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Same as the PRASA Category 7 totals, the Category 8 totals also suggests an increasing trend. TFR accounted for zero 
occurrences for the three years under review. 

CATEGORY 9: 
SUBCATEGORY/ YEAR
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TFR PRASA OTHER

a: Murder 0 2 5 5 2 2 0 0 0

b: Attempted Murder 7 11 13 3 3 0 0 0 0

c: Rape 2 0 3 0 1 1 0 0 0

d: Assault 5 0 0 3 4 19 0 0 0

e: Indecent Assault 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

f: Aggravated robbery 23 26 33 1 2 29 0 0 0

g: Common robbery 2 0 1 10 12 8 1 0 1

h: Theft 0 0 0 10 4 0 2 0 0

i: Bomb explosion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 39 39 55 32 30 59 3 0 1
Table 33: All operators year-on-year personal safety outside platform area (in section between stations, including 
yards and depots) trends

Category 9 covers the personal safety outside platform area incidents in section between stations, including yards 
and depots. According to the data in Table 33 above, aggravated robberies and common robberies seem to be taking 
a lead. Any incident recorded under this category raises a concern since in most instances, the typical surrounding 
environment would be a vacant land with less resources available to assist. If for instance an employee is attacked 
within a depot, security personnel if available, would take time to come to that individual’s rescue. If it is on a moving 
train without security personnel on site, the passenger might be severely assaulted without anyone coming to rescue, 
due to fear of other commuters falling victim as well. 

Overall, security-related incidents data analysis, during the 2014/15 reporting period, suggests that most of the 
incidents took place within the Gauteng, Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal provinces. The breakdown can be depicted 
as follows:

 PROVINCE GRAND TOTAL PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION

Eastern Cape 1%

Free State 2%

Gauteng 37%

KwaZulu-Natal 18%

Limpopo 0%

Mpumalanga 8%

North West 1%

Northern Cape 1%

Western Cape 33%
Table 34: 2014/15 reporting period provincial security-related incidents percentage contribution 
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5.4. Statistics from the RRP 

The RRP data indicates that cases of murder as well as rape were recorded on the CAS during the 2014/15 reporting 
period. Gauteng recorded 23 murder cases, with KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape recording 20 and 14 cases 
respectively.  Some of these murder cases can be presented as follows: 

WHERE NUMBER OF MURDER CASES

Railway Environment 3

On the Railway Line 14

Near the railway line 9

On the train 1

Railway Station 23

Shunting Yard/Transnet Yard 1

Railway Building 1

Platform 1

Near ticket office 1

Open Field/Bush next to railway line 7

Near railway Station 1

Under or near the bridge next to railway line 3

Inside the toilet 1
Table 35: The Rapid Rail Police 2014/15 CAS recorded murder cases within the railway environment

In view of the rape cases presented in the table below, the RRP data indicates that several such incidents were 
recorded in all the provinces. Two such incidents were recorded in Limpopo, the least when compared to other 
provinces.. Gauteng, recorded the highest number, a total of 39 cases. However, same as with the murder cases, 
it needs to be borne in mind that some of the rape cases are purported to be “near the railway line” thus may not 
necessarily be rail related. This explanation is attributed to the fact that RRP conducts its crime analysis on the CAS 
and limited information is available to confirm the actual scene of the crime. 
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This summary can thus be presented as follows: 

WHERE NUMBER OF RAPE CASES

Railway Environment 6

On the Railway Line 26

Near the railway line 23

Railway Station 24

Railway Station toilet 2

Railway Stairs  0

Old Railway House 6

Train Bridge 9

Opposite Railway Station 2

Inside the train 2

Platform  0

Under Subway 2

Open Field/Bush next to railway line 15

TFR Yard 5
Table 36: The Rapid Rail Police 2014/15 CAS recorded rape cases within the railway environment

According to the RRP data, 33 arrests were made for illegal possession of fire arms and ammunition during the 
2014/15 reporting period. This is an indication that it is of paramount importance for operators to relook their 
security measures within the railway environment. Access gates and the availability of metal detectors are no 
longer issues to be ignored. Instead, they are now an imperative necessity to ensure that heinous crimes are not 
committed in trains. 

Nonetheless, a total of 35 680 arrests were made, compared to 37 744 in the 2013/14 reporting period.  This 
suggests a comparative decrease of 5.5%. These arrests were made inside as well as outside the rail environment 
during daily deployments, disruptive operations, intelligence driven operations and were identified through crime 
threat and crime pattern analyses. These arrests included 1 026 for contact crimes, 117 for contact-related crimes, 
597 for property related crimes, 3 539 for crime dependent on police action for detection and 30 401 for other 
crimes.

During the period under review the respective RRP units recovered goods to an estimated value of R 54,416,891.64. 
The confiscations included vehicles to an estimated value of R 23,582,800.00, 194, firearms to an estimated value of 
R 695,156.00, ammunition to an estimated value of R 33,375.00 of, non-ferrous metals and cables, including copper 
cable to the estimated value of R 850,179.00 and R 4,903,929.50 respectively. Included among the other goods 
recovered were drugs, liquor and other weapons.
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5.5. Security-related fatalities and injuries recorded by the RSR

The fatalities and injuries data recorded by the RSR indicates that 12 fatalities and 606 injuries were recorded during 
the 2014/15 reporting period as a consequence of the recorded security-related incidents.  The total number of the 
recorded fatalities suggests that there was an increase of 20% when compared to the 10 fatalities recorded during 
the 2013/14 reporting period. The total number of injuries also suggest that there was an increase of 59% when 
compared to the 2013/14 and 2014/15 reporting period. These fatalities and injuries trend related to the security-
related incidents from 2008/09 to 2014/14 reporting periods may be presented as follows: 
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 41 3 4

2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 15 4 0 14 34

3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 2

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9

7 2 7 7 4 0 1 1 29 244 122 98 0 201 340

8 4 6 9 0 3 1 5 68 107 60 88 45 137 165

9 5 8 14 9 2 8 4 22 14 6 34 25 11 52

TOTAL 11 21 30 13 7 10 12 119 365 203 225 124 379 606
Table 37: All operators security-related injuries 2008/09 to 2014/15 reporting period

The recorded 340 injuries cannot be left unaddressed since they indicate that there is more happening on trains than 
what is reported. This also points to the overcrowded trains and limited security availability within trains. These are 
issues which the RSR is of the opinion that they be dealt with through concerted efforts and coordinated intervention 
strategies in order to record zero incidents and have safe trains.   
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RSR INTERVENTIONS
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6. RSR INTERVENTIONS

The RSR is a public entity established in terms of Section 
4 of the National Railway Safety Regulator Act No. 16 
of 2002 as amended. It is governed and controlled by a 
Board of Directors, who are appointed by the Minister 
of Transport. It is the custodian of railway safety in 
South Africa. 

6.1. Overview of RSR mandate

In terms of the Act, the mandate of the RSR is: 

• to oversee safety of railway transport; 

• to promote improved safety performance in order 
to  promote the use of rail; and

• to monitor and ensure compliance with the RSR  
Act.

In order to fulfil this mandate, the RSR performs the 
following functions:

• Issuing of safety permits.

• Conducting inspections and audits.

• Investigating railway accidents.

• Developing regulations, safety standards and 
related documents which form the basis of the 
regulatory regime.

• Issuing notices of non-conformances and non- 
compliances and, in future, will impose penalties 
for non-compliance with the Act and safety 
standards adopted by the Board of Directors of 
the RSR.

The Vision of the RSR is “aspire to achieve zero 
occurrences” guided by the following values: 

• Integrity and trust

• Transparency

• Fairness and equity

• Innovation

• Speed of execution

This report contributes to the fulfilment of the RSR’s 
mandate by collecting and disseminating safety 
information relating to safe railway operations. 

6.1.1. Issuing of safety permits

All the active rail operators are required to be in 
possession of a valid safety permit to legalise their 
rail operations. In line with the mandate, the RSR 
continues to identify active rail operators who are not 
in possession valid safety permits. A number of projects 
aimed at increasing the level of industry compliance 
were successfully completed leading to more operators 
being issued with safety permits and more interface 
agreements being entered into by various operators. 

During the 2012/13 Financial Year, the RSR embarked 
on a national drive to explain the new permit-fee model 
to railway operators. The drive was coupled with the 
introduction of awareness on the National Information 
System (NIMS) which is used for permit applications 
and occurrence and incident reporting. The operators 
were also made aware of their safety permit life cycle, 
which is currently valid for one year instead of three to 
five years. 

Operators are therefore required to indicate how 
their safety management systems make provision for 
adherence to all published standards. This approach 
enables the RSR to monitor the progress made by 
operators in implementing standards and also provides 
a basis for audits and inspections. 

The implementation of different classes of permits 
proved to be successful in reducing the administrative 
burden placed on smaller operators, allowing them to 
adhere to the requirements of the RSR. 

The following permit class criteria were decided on: 

Class A (Large, high-risk operators)  

• All operators involved with the movement of 
passengers. 

•  All operators involved with the movement of 
dangerous goods exceeding 50 000 net tons 
per annum. 

•  All operators involved with the movement of 
general freight exceeding 500 000 net tons per 
annum. 

•  Railway manufacturing and maintenance 
companies involved with the movement of 
locomotives, empty wagons/coaches and any 
other rail-bound maintenance vehicles equal 
to or exceeding 500 000 gross tons per annum. 

Class B (Small, low-risk operators) 

• All operators involved with the movement of 
dangerous goods less than or equal to 50 000 net 
tons per annum 

• All operators involved with the movement of 
general freight less than or equal to 500 000 net 
tons per annum. 
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• Railway manufacturing and maintenance companies 
involved with the movement of locomotives, empty 
wagons/coaches and any other rail-bound maintenance 
vehicles less than or equal to 500 000 gross tons per 
annum. 

6.1.2. Cooperative agreements 

The RSR has entered into agreements with selected organs 
of state to fulfill section 6 of the Act. The following organs of 
state were identified based on concurrent jurisdiction and/ 
or mutual interest relating to operating safety:

• The Department of Co-operative Governance 
gives attention to issues relating to disaster 
management, emergency response and 
the sharing of information as well as the 
responsibilities of municipalities regarding railway 
safety on their service lines

• The RSR recognises the Department of 
Environmental Affairs (DEA) as the competent 
authority for all issues related to environmental 
issues and therefore recognises concurrent 
jurisdiction in these areas. The RSR signed an 
MOU with the DEA on 20 March 2013 on issues 
relating to environmental issues in the railway 
space. 

• The Department of Labour (DOL) is the competent 
authority for all issues related to occupational 
health and safety.  The RSR therefore recognises 
concurrent jurisdiction in these areas. Due to 
the overlap between occupational health and 
safety and operating safety, Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOP) have since been developed and 
implemented. 

• The Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) 
assists  on issues regarding surface railway systems 
in mines, mine health and safety, transportation 
of dangerous goods, level crossings and 
training. SOPs have since been developed and 
implemented.

• The National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) provides 
guidance on  transportation of radioactive and 
unclear material transported within the railway 
environment. SOPs have since been developed 
and implemented.

• The RRP is an important partner because of the 
overlap between security and safety. The RSR 
cooperates with three sections of SAPS, namely, 
the Rapid Rail Police, the Chief Inspector of 
Explosives and the Government Sector Regulator. 
The agreement is implemented via different 
forums such as the NRCCF.

• The Road Traffic Management Corporation 
(RTMC) addresses the management of road rail 
interfaces in terms of level crossings.

• The South African National Accreditation System 
(SANAS) in order to cooperate on issues relating 
to development, rolling out and implementing 
accreditation programmes required by the RSR. 
SANAS is the sole national accreditation authority 
for the accreditation of laboratories, inspection 
and certification bodies. 

• The South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) 
for the development of national standards, 
representation on ISO committees, Technical 
Committees (TC) Working Groups and training. 

• The Transport Education and Training Authority 
(TETA) with regards to safety related training issues 
in the railway industry, such as the developing of 
course material for safety critical skills. 

The RSR has entered into agreements with the following 
industry associations as per section 7.2(b) of the NRSR 
Act. The following industry associations were identified 
based on issues relating to operating safety:

• The Chemical and Allied Industry Association to 
deal with the transportation of dangerous goods 
by rail.

• The Railroad Association (RRA) to address the 
development of industry standards.

• The Heritage Railway Association of South Africa 
to address the development issues pertaining to 
their unique industry standards.

6.1.3. Development of standards

The purpose of standards is:

• To provide minimum requirements for the 
management of safe railway operations.

• To ensure that railway operations are being 
managed uniformly.

• To ensure that railway operations are being 
managed uniformly.

• To reduce operational occurrences and security 
incidents that may have a negative impact on safe 
railway operations.

More importantly is that standards:  

• Apply to network, train and station operators,

       individually  or a combination of two or three.

• Describe elements of an SMS, which are amplified 
in other parts of standards to enable operators to 
develop the SMS. 

• Describe the railway operational occurrences and 
security incidents information to be captured and 
managed by the operators.
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• Define the information to be provided to the RSR regarding operational occurrences and security-related 
incidents recorded by railway operators during specific time intervals.

The following standards have been published and are currently active. Some are new standards being drafted, while 
others are being revised and are undergoing a process of publication, all with the aim of improving railway safety 
within the country. 

Standard Number Name of Standard Status of Standard

SANS 3000-1 Railway Safety Management: General Standard has been revised and is with the 
SABS for the publication process

SANS 3000-2-1
Requirements for systematic engineering 
and operational safety standards – Electrical 
distribution and overhead traction systems. 

Standard has been revised and is with the 
SABS for the publication process

SANS 3000-2-2

Requirements for systematic engineering 
and operational safety standards – Track 
and associated civil infrastructure and 
installations

Standard has been revised and is with the 
SABS for the publication process

SANS 3000-2-2-1 Level Crossings Standard was published in April 2012 and 
is available for purchase from the SABS

SANS 3000-2-3 Requirements for systematic engineering and 
operational safety standards – Rolling Stock

Standard has been revised and is with the 
SABS for the publication process

SANS 3000-2-4
Technical requirements for engineering and 
operational standards: Train authorization 
and control, and telecommunication

Standard was published in April 2013 and 
is available for purchase from the SABS

SANS 3000-2-5
Technical requirements for engineering and 
operational standards: Operational Principles 
for Safe Movement on Rail

Standard was published in April 2013 and 
is available for purchase from the SABS

SANS 3000-2-6
Technical requirements for engineering 
and operational standards: Interoperability, 
interface and intraface management

Standard was published in October 2013 
and is available for purchase from the 
SABS

SANS 3000-4
Human Factors Management The standard was published in March 

2011

It is available for purchase from the SABS

SANS 3000-2-7 Stations Standard Standard has been developed and is with 
the SABS for the publication process

ARP 84-1 Platform clearance for Ballastless Track 
(1 065 track gauge)

The ARP was published as a 
Recommended Practice (ARP) for platform 
clearances on ballastless track. This was 
included in SANS 3000-2-2 and SANS 
3000-2-7. This will be withdrawn after the 
publication of these standards

SANS 10405 Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Rail The standard was amended and is 
published 

SANS 969-2 Spill Response Standard The standard was drafted and is being 
work-shopped with the industry

Table 38: Summary of the South African National Standards (SANS) status 
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6.2. 2014/15 railway operations safety audits and 
inspections

As indicated earlier, the RSR decentralised its operational 
offices leading to the creation of the three regional 
offices during the 2012/13 financial year. 

This section summarises the findings of comprehensive 
safety management system (SMS) baseline audits and 
inspections conducted on railway activities of operators 
in order to report on the compliance or otherwise by 
the industry with: 

• The National Railway Safety Regulator Act 
No. 16 of 2002 as amended.

• The Railway Safety Management Regulations, 
2004.

• The South African National Standard 3000-
1:2009: Railway Safety Management Part 1: 
General. 

The objective of these activities was firstly to measure 
compliance by the rail industry to the requirement of 
relevant standards and legislation. Secondly, to guide 
the process of mapping out strategies to address 
perceived inadequacies or non-compliances in order to 
contribute more effectively towards the improvement 
of railway operational safety.

The RSR nationally issued a total of 42 Improvements 
Directives (IDs) and 20 have since been closed during 
the 2014/15 reporting period. The latter means that the 
relevant operators have implemented work required to 
meet the instructions in the improvement directive. The 
rest of the IDs are being followed up when the planned 
corrective action completion date arrives. 

During the 2014/15 reporting period, the RSR conducted 
a total of 92 audits and 133 inspections. The Gauteng 
region conducted 50 audits and 71 inspections, the KZN 
region conducted 21 audits and 34 inspections, while 
the Western Cape region conducted 21 audits and 28 
inspections. Key findings of these audits and inspections 
are summarised as follows: 

6.2.1. Key findings at TFR and PRASA

The audits and inspections at PRASA and TFR revealed 
that there is an inadequate supervision of crews, 
inadequate maintenance of infrastructure, poor 
condition of rolling stock, and inadequate training 
and procedures. Enforcements were done through 
the issuance of non-conformances, letters of non-
compliances and improvement directives. The following 
are some of the specific findings.

• PRASA continues to have severe challenges with 
communication systems used for train control. The 
trunked train radio system is dysfunctional because 
the peripheral equipment installed in the trains and 

in the signal cabins are not maintained. Landlines 
in the signal cabins are not always available due to 
theft and vandalism plaguing the copper telephone 
cables servicing these offices. Directives to correct 
this have been issued.

• Audits at TFR revealed that certain sections of their 
railway lines were not maintained adequately as 
revealed by slacks and skidded rails during trolley 
trips as well as poor signage and, at times, poor 
drainage. 

• The interface of the rail reserve and communities 
and facilities close to the railway lines continue 
to be monitored by the RSR. The RSR has seen 
substantial budgets by both TFR and PRASA to erect 
fences at some unsafe areas. Safety campaigns with 
community involvement are being conducted by 
operators.

• At most PRASA stations it was found that there is 
a misalignment in the platform-train-interface and 
that security management at stations is inadequate. 
It was also found that there are no warning signs 
at these stations to inform the commuters of 
the uneven alignment between the floor of the 
commuter trains and the platform height.

6.2.2. Key findings of SMS audits and inspections on 
other operators 

The existing risk assessments and associated risk control 
strategies are generic and have not been formulated 
specifically for operations on the relevant sites. The 
baseline risk assessments do not rigorously address 
all the relevant rail risks that are applicable to the 
railway operation, i.e. infrastructure, rolling stock, train 
movement, load/off-loading, rail reserve, human factors 
and level crossings.

• Although at some places the risk management 
process of identifying risks and actions to 
mitigate those risks has been undertaken, 
the recommended or remedial actions to 
mitigate the identified risks have not been 
implemented.

• Operators do not abide by the rules as far as 
locking of points and placing derailers onto 
rails are concerned.

• Operators frequently do not stage rolling stock 
correctly. They do not apply handbrakes nor 
use scotches when staging the rolling stock.

• A number of operators do not have interface 
agreements with TFR. As a result, no safe 
working procedures exist between operators 
and TFR.

• Placarding of dangerous goods wagons are not 
done as required by the relevant standards.
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• There is no formal system in place for the 
management of railway infrastructure 
maintenance, i.e. formal records of all types 
of maintenance activities and corrective 
action register.

• On some of the railway tracks in the siding, the 
concrete sleepers were completely covered 
with sand/soil and the ballast contaminated 
with soil.

• Defects were found on the track.  These 
include points blade very sharp and worn 
out, ballast contaminated with soil, crown 
wear peeling on the outer side of the rail and 
clearance markers not painted.  

• Municipalities continue to ignore the 
maintenance of feeder lines from the 
main TFR network to siding owners. As a 
result some Prohibition and Improvement 
Directives were issued to some municipalities 
to compel them to address the identified 
safety risks.

6.3. RSR 2014/15 Investigations

During the 2014/15 reporting period, the RSR 
conducted a number of investigations across the 
railway industry within South Africa. These were 
focussed predominantly on occurrences during which 
a number of fatalities and/or injuries were recorded. 

An analysis was conducted by looking at all the findings 
from the 2014/15 reporting period final investigation 
reports and separating them into categories. Each 
finding was grouped according to the category it 
addresses in order to see how many findings there 
were for a specific category, for example, perway, 
rolling stock, signalling and so forth. The aim of the 
analysis was to identify train accident trends that 
occurred in the railway industry. 

During the analysis it was determined that the Human 
Factors element was by far the largest contributor to 
railway occurrences. It contributed to 71% of all the 
findings in the 2014/15 reporting period. Probing the 
human factors element, it was established that the 
biggest contributing element within human factors 
was a lack of supervision at the ground level e.g. 
failure by management to ensure train working rules 
compliance. Hence, not adhering to Train Working 
Rules (TWR) has the second highest percentage. 

The second category with high percentages of 
accidents were derailments caused by the failure 
of operators to maintain worn-out wheels. The 
underlying cause to worn out wheels can be attributed 
to the fact that most operators do not conduct planned 
maintenance as scheduled. This, however, has resulted 
in the lack of scheduled maintenance being conducted 
and as a result, contributed to the high number of 
worn out wheels, which were found to have caused 
most derailments. Perway contributed to 13% of the 
derailments in the rail operations. Most perway defects 
caused derailments if not attended to. Kickouts and 
slacks were the primary cause of the derailments during 
the 2014/15 reporting period. Other contributing 
factors to rail occurrences include defects of signalling 
equipments such as malfunctioning hot box detectors.  
In other instances, mostly in level crossing accidents, 
the root causes could not be determined. This can be 
attributed to motorists and the reasons why they act in 
an unsafe manner at level crossings.

Highlighting the name of the investigation according  to 
the RSR, the operator responsible for the occurrence, 
short description of the occurrences and the RSR 
investigation finding using the Root Cause Analysis 
method, an overall summary of the 2014/15 reporting 
period investigations conducted by the RSR may be 
presented as follows: 
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INVESTIGATION NAME/
[OPERATOR] SHORT DESCRIPTION FINDINGS OF EACH OCCURRENCE
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L] On 10 May 2014, a manganese 

train 8996 travelling towards 
De Aar derailed with two 7E 
electric locomotives and 6 
wagons over point no. 201 
at Addo station. There were 
no injuries. The train crew 
went through EAP for shock 
treatment.

Signal failures:

Central Traffic control (CTC) was faulty and out

Operational Irregularities:

• The train driver was authorised during abnormal working, 
the train was running at 60km/h instead of 30km/h when 
crossing the points

• The train driver did not stop when taking authority from 
the train traffic controller (TCO), the train was in motion.

• The train crew did not repeat the authority given to them 
by the TCO as required in the train working rules.

• The TCO did not instruct and wait for the train driver to 
confirm the position of the points before issuing authority.

• The train driver did not stop at the facing points to crank 
the points for the correct route.

Points:

• The points were lying incorrectly, for the loop and not the 
mainline, when the train crossed over them. This resulted 
in the derailment.
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PRASA train 9200 from 
Durban station to Berea 
station collided on the side 
with train no. 9217 on 27 
December 2013. Eleven 
passengers and the train 
driver were injured.

CTC Central traffic control) panel failures:

• There was no route visible at the panel nor at the relay 
room

Operational Irregularities:

• The signal aspects were changed by the TCO before 
speaking with the train driver first
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On 13 May 2014, train 9755 
derailed at the Mutual - 
Langa section. Approximately 
50m away, the track was 
damaged. The derailment 
occurred adjacent to a 
temporary track support 
structure. There were no 
injuries to the train staff.

Track and related components:

• Certain number of the straps in the temporary support 
structure were protruding 20mm above the rail level and 
the train was overloaded.

• Slack metres were only installed after the derailment.
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INVESTIGATION NAME/
[OPERATOR] SHORT DESCRIPTION FINDINGS OF EACH OCCURRENCE
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On 26 June 2014, train 73011 
travelling from Cradock 
to Port Elizabeth station 
derailed at crossover points 
69 facing Port Elizabeth 
station. The train consisted 
of a locomotive, a guard van 
and 17 coaches. None of the 
200 passengers on-board 
were injured. 

Rolling stock failures:

• It does not appear that proper inspections were conducted 
which would have identified the worn out wheel flanges, 
considering that the wheels would have taken some time 
to deteriorate.

• Lack of proper equipment like the MiniProf in Port Elizabeth 
is a contributory factor regarding the personnel’s inability 
to perform their duties.

Human factor causes

• The absence of properly qualified personnel within PRASA’s 
Wagon and Locomotives Maintenance Department 
contributed to the failure to identify the faults.

Track and related components:

• TFR does not have any protocol for recording the inspection, 
faults and repairs for the double slip sets.

Operational Irregularities:

• The train driver neglected to follow procedure by not 
obeying a signal at danger.
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On 30 November 2014 a train 
derailed in Modderfontein 
due to points movement. 
There was an extensive 
damage to the perway as 
the horizontal alignment was 
shifted by the high forces 
involved. The points were 
thrown while the train was in 
motion.

Operational Irregularities:

• The train driver neglected to follow procedure by not 
obeying a signal at danger.

• There is inconsistency in the application of working rules 
during weekdays and weekends

• The operating instruction document is not specific on the 
processes train drivers should follow at a junction signal

Supervision:

• Lack of supervision during the weekend and after hours
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INVESTIGATION NAME/
[OPERATOR] SHORT DESCRIPTION FINDINGS OF EACH OCCURRENCE
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On 6th June 2014, a freight 
train 9410 loaded with 
chrome from Pyramid 
South to Ermelo derailed 
at Baviaanspoort. The train 
travelled in a derailed state 
until the wagons uncoupled 
at kmp43/13. There was 
extensive damage to the 
perway and rolling stock 
as the train travelled in a 
derailed state.

Management and Supervision:

• Running in inspection was not conducted.

• The carriage and wagon personnel did not follow 
examination procedure on the day.

• There is a shortage of personnel and vacant positions.

Track and related components:

• The inherent defects in the wheel (fatigue crack that 
initiated on a high stress area of the wheel) 
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On 17 August 2014 train 
no. 3521 from Cape town 
to Worcester experienced 
an electrical fault that led 
to an explosion. Passengers 
panicked and jumped out the 
train while it was in motion 
resulting in 13 commuters 
being injured.

Rolling stock failures:

• There were faults reported on HT compartment prior to 
the incident taking place and there was no record of the 
fault being attended to.

• Motor coach 13177 was manufactured in 1975 and the last 
lift was recorded on the 13/03/2011.

Supervision:

• The maintenance of the HT compartment was inefficient as 
critical parts were not replaced.

• Failure by Rolling Stock Unit to repair all faults that were 
found on the locomotive and not replacing the worn out 
pantograph.
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On 2nd October 2014, train 
0821 was en-route to 
Pretoria from Elandsfontein. 
The driver passed signal 
(VWB 3438) at danger. Seven 
commuters and the train 
driver were injured.

Track and related components:

• PRASA failed to erect a warning board as recommended on 
the previous incident.

• The departure signal is 384m away from the platform 
whereas it should be 350m.

Operational Irregularities:

• The train driver did not apply brakes at all.

Supervision:

• Substance testing was not conducted after the incident.

• Section managers away on training pose a risk because 
train drivers are left without supervision.
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INVESTIGATION NAME/
[OPERATOR] SHORT DESCRIPTION FINDINGS OF EACH OCCURRENCE
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L] On 27 May 2014, train 

9040 passed signal CRN 69, 
CRN 68, CRN 57 and CRN 
52 without authority near 
Crown station

OHTE and Related Components:

• On the said date, there was a general power failure on the 
section.

• Signal failures:

• The train driver was given a verbal authority to Pass a 
Signal at Danger.

Supervision:

• Failure by management to devise a workable plan in case 
of power failure and its failure to encourage employees to 
use EAP when they have personal problems.

Human factors:

• It was established that the train driver had personal 
problems and never reported this to his supervisors or 
sought assistance.
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L] TFR goods train collided with 

a private motor vehicle in 
Rustenburg at the Dr Moroka 
level crossing. The train 
impacted the car in the rear 
side. Four school kids were 
fatally injured. Eight other 
children and the driver of 
the vehicle were seriously 
injured.

Level Crossing:

• The road markings at the level crossing are fading and the 
rumble strips are rundown.

• The red flashing disks are not functioning.

Human factors:

• There is a high volume of traffic using the level crossing and 
most motorist do not obey road signage.

• The failure by the motorist to observe the lurking danger of 
the approaching train.
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On 27 May 2014, train no. 
9423 passed signal at danger 
and collided with train no. 
9421 that was standing at 
signal DAL 2466 waiting for 
the signal to clear. More than 
80 passengers were injured 
as a result of the occurrence.

Rolling stock failures:

• The train had a faulty speedometer before the driver 
departed from Stamford Hill to Kwa-Mashu.

Operational Irregularities:

• Train no. 9423 was travelling at a speed of 52km/h prior to 
the collision and the section speed is 40km/h.

Signal failures:

• Signal DAL 2864 and DAL 2466 fell back to danger as train 
no. 9421 was approaching

Communication:

• There are few trunk radios which are fully operational, 
drivers are failing to promptly contact the CTC when they 
are experiencing challenge during train operations.
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A train driver was run over 
by an electrical locomotive 
during shunting movement 
03 November 2013 at Ermelo 
yard. 

Operational Irregularities:

• The shunting procedure that was being conducted at the 
time of the occurrence was abnormal and most employees 
were not familiar with it.

• The deceased driver was working too close to the railway 
track alone, whereas the drivers work with assistants.

• Unsafe working procedures

Human Factors:

• There was high pressure on the drivers to move the trains 
resulting in them using unsafe working method.
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Collision of TFR train no. 
8421 with an Exxaro loco 
at the Grootegeluk Mine 
loading yard.

Operational Irregularities:

• The Electronic Control Pneumatic (ECP) train driver was 
admitted by Exxaro train driver and not the yard master as 
stipulated in the private siding rule no. 6.2.3.

• The yard master did not ensure that there will be no 
conflicting movement in the yard before the ECP train was 
admitted in the yard.

• The ECP train driver was not issued with a private siding 
walkie talkie as stipulated in sub-clause 6.2.3 of the private 
siding agreement.

• The ECP train driver did not stop at the clearance mark 
after being admitted into yard as stipulated in sub-clause 
6.2.6.

• Before the collision, the ECP train did not apply the brakes.
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Train 9406 loaded with 
chrome derailed in 
Mpumalanga between 
Gesukkel and Palmer

Track and related components:

• The track was not in a good condition.

• The train derailed because of a kick-out.

Supervision:

• Management failed to enforce regular condition monitoring 
and maintenance of the track.
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L] On 24 September a PRASA 

train 3520 from Gledhow 
towards Stanger derailed 
on a set of points while 
approaching a home signal.

Rolling stock failures:

• Most of the wheels on plain trailer number 50667 had 
excessive abnormal wear.

• After the occurrence most wheels of train no. 3520 were 
found to be out of PRASA specification and limits.

• Failure by PRASA’s Rolling Stock department to identify and 
prevent abnormal wear on most wheels of train no. 3520.

• Failure by PRASA’s Rolling Stock department to intensify 
their off peak rolling stock inspections.

Track and related components:

• Failure by TFR’s Perway department to restore the track to 
a road worth railway track.
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On 6 June 2014 TFR train no. 
1210 collided with a private 
motor vehicle at Harrisburg 
Level crossing in the North 
West. The driver of the car 
was seriously injured and his 
passenger fatally injured.

Human Factors:

• The bakkie driver was travelling at high speeds when 
approaching the level crossing.

Supervision:

• Risk assessment by TFR and other relevant stakeholder was 
not done after the accident.
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8922 collided with a vehicle 
at the level crossing. The 
occupants of the motor 
vehicle ran out of the car 
before the collision. There 
were minor damages to the 
train cowcatcher and the 
second locomotive.

Motor Vehicle Failures:

• The vehicle stopped at the level crossing and failed to 
move.

Human Factors:

• The occupants of the vehicle fled the scene making it 
impossible to gather evidence on what caused the car to 
stop over the level crossing resulting in a collision.
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] On 17 October 2014 at 
approximately 06H08, an 
Implats train consisting 
of twelve loaded wagons 
collided with a bus. The 
loco was an 8E loco diesel / 
electric. The collision was at 
a level crossing inside the 
Implats siding in Rustenburg. 
25 bus passengers and the 
driver were injured.

Human Factors:

• The bus driver failed to stop at the level crossing.

• The train speed at the time of the occurrence was 16km/h 
as compared to 15 km/h crossing speed.

Supervision:

• The Implats level crossing risk assessment was found not 
to be in compliance to the SANS 3000-2-2-1:2012: Level 
crossing standard.
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On 18 June 2014 Train 1173 
and a tamping machine were 
involved in a side collision 
at Jubilee station, Western 
Cape.

Operational Irregularities:

• The TCO gave the tamping machine an order to proceed 
without ensuring that it is safe to do so.

• The train crew did not protect the train.
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at approximately 18H30, 
TFR train no. 8478 derailed 
on the running line in an 
area between Nagel and 
Komatipoort (kilometre 
point 2605). The train had 
departed Mpaka (Swaziland) 
at approximately 15H30 en 
route to Komatipoort

Track and related components:

• Split pins were loosened and drive rods were loosened 
at the turnout leading to the Komati mill private siding 
(tempering with points)
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On the 03 August 2014 
at approximately 11H35, 
Metro train 3511 en route 
to Wellington derailed as 
it was entering Maitland 
station. Metro train 3511 is 
a scheduled passenger train 
between  Cape Town and 
Wellington

Supervision:

• Inadequacy of the current maintenance system with 
regards to the maintenance or inspection, and monitoring 
of all tyred wheels that are in operation.

• The current maintenance on the tyred wheels was found 
to be inadequate.

Rolling stock failures:

• Wheel no.5 of the second bogie of the middle motor coach 
became loose.

• Post occurrence inspection of the wheels from the motor 
coach revealed that some wheels had reached their 
condemning limits.
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On 18 of July 2014 train 
8445  comprising four 7E 
locomotives was coming 
from Pyramid South enroute 
to Thabazimbi, it was 
authorized up to Marikana 
station. The train collided 
with a bus at Marikana level 
crossing. The occurrence 
resulted in injury to five bus 
occupants.

Human Factors:

• There is a high volume of traffic using the level crossing, 
and most motorists do not obey the road signage.

Level crossing condition:

• Road markings at the level crossing are not visible, and the 
rumble strips are rundown. 

• There are obstructions in the vicinity of the level crossing. 

• Wrong signage is displayed.

Management and Supervision:

• There is no service level agreement between the 
municipality and TFR as a result the TFR management and 
the local municipality has failed to ensure that the Marikana 
level crossing meets the technical design according to SANS 
3000 2-2-1 2012.
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On 12 October 2014 a light 
train of three locomotives in 
Musina yard was to couple 
with its load when it collided 
on the side with the last 
wagon of TFR train 8499. 
One and a half wagon of 
the staged train 8499 was 
standing foul of the clearance 
mark on line number one in 
the yard at Musina

Operational Irregularities:

• It is the responsibility of the train crew to admit trains at 
Musina.

• Driver and assistant of the light locomotives failed to 
ensure that the intended line they were going to occupy 
was safe and clear before authorizing a movement.

• PRASA train driver continued propelling backwards without 
seeing his train assistant giving hand signals.

• TWR (Part IV) of PRASA working rules paragraph 127 and 
134 were not adhered to by PRASA personnel.

• Also TFR train working rule paragraph 209 (2) was not 
followed by TFR personnel while staging the train.

Supervision:

• The lack of enforcement from management to ensure 
adherence by train personnel on train working rules and 
the General Appendix at Musina was the root cause of this 
occurrence.
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On 18 September 2014 
at approximately 18H53, 
PRASA Train 9153 travelling 
from Eerste Fabrike to 
Pienaarspoort collided 
with motor vehicle at 
Pienaarspoort station level 
crossing. The driver of the car 
sustained multiple injuries 
and was taken to hospital

Operational Irregularities:

• The train was travelling at the speed of 41km/h in a 30 
km/h section.

Human Factors:

• The driver of the vehicle disregarded the rules of the road 
by failing to stop at the stop sign.
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approximately 22H41, train 
0455 consisting of four 
locomotives and hundred 
wagons ran away in reverse 
from km/p 122/5. It collided 
with train 9425 which was 
standing still at signal RVS640 
at Reitvleisrus.

Operational Irregularities:

• The uncoupling procedure was not adhered to by the train 
crew

• The locomotives were removed by either pulling or 
bunking/pushing.

• There were no skid marks or damage to the locomotive 
wheels, which means that there were no brakes applied

• The train driver and assistant did not adhere to the 
procedure for uncoupling.

Supervision:

• There was no signed task observation. Task Observations 
were not done for this train crew

• It was not the first time to have failed locomotives on this 
section. This had happened twice before.

• Train driver signed as fit for duty and continued with her 
normal duties although she claims she was not feeling well.

• The TCO said the incident disturbed him but EAP was not 
offered.

• Train Assistant Risk profile sick leave not reflected on the 
risk profile which was taken for 8 days.

• Train driver Risk profile-sick leave not reflected on risk 
profile which was taken on the 25/01/14

• Train driver acted as a train driver for a year but not 
appointed (2009 till 2010 Dec). She was still a train assistant 
according to the Attendance records.

• The communication procedure was not updated regularly 
as required.

• Some controls that were identified to mitigate the 
identified risks were not implemented

Rolling stock failures:

• The unreliability of locomotive was found to be a problem 
in the Ermelo depot.
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Hump shunt car hauling forty 
loaded wagon collided with a 
secondary shunt car (SM1). 
The shunt car was busy with 
shunting operations at the 
departure section of the 
Sentrarand yard. The yard 
official sustained serious 
injuries.

Operational Irregularities:

• The train driver failed to control the train and bring it to a 
stop before the clearance mark.

Management and supervision

• The transfer of the train driver from Leuhof to Sentrarand 
was not done in accordance with the transfer process.
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On 8 February 2014 a TFR 
air brake train 6431 from 
Thabazimbi enroute to 
Newcastle with 105 wagons 
loaded with iron ore derailed 
at Standerton station. 

Externalties:

• Hot weather conditions causing a kick out on the rail

Track and related components:

• The perway formation that is not convincingly in good 
condition or standard.
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On 2 August 2014 at 
approximately 19H30, Metro 
train number 3426 schedule 
for a trip from Muldersvlei 
to Bellville collided with a 
private motor vehicle at 
Vlottenburg level crossing. 
There were two occupants 
in the car, both were fatally 
injured

Human factors:

• The driver of the motor vehicle failed to observe and 
ensure if it was safe to cross the rail track
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19H35, Train 9472 with 
light locomotives from 
Rustenburg to Tabak collided 
at the rear with stationery 
loaded wagons left standing 
on the mainline of Tabak. 
Train assistant and driver 
were injured.

Operational Irregularities:

• No proper hand over was done at Ferro gate about the load 
that was to be left at Rustenburg.

Operational Irregularities:

• The train crew of train 8224 failed to declare the load 
composition before departing Tabak Station to Pendoring 
track warrant. 

• A substandard process was followed when relieving drivers 
at Ferro gate and substandard hand over procedures were 
followed between TCOs at Pendoring station.

Supervision:

• The failure by TFR to generate a vehicle list that would have 
given the train driver clear information about the load he 
was carrying.
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On 17 November 2014 
at approximately 14H05 
a static power test was 
being conducted on a 6E1 
locomotive (E1735) when 
it ran over the derailer bar. 
It went into the workshop 
before colliding with three 
class 18E locomotives which 
were shed in line 6 inside 
the workshop. Eight Transnet 
Engineering employees were 
injured.

Supervision:

• The root cause was attributed to the lack of supervision 
due to the failure of TE management to ensure that there is 
adequate human resources to safely perform the required 
tasks.

Rolling stock failures:

• The reverser key plate was faded

Track and related components:

• The derailed bar was ineffective.
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On 10 March 2014 at 
approximately 18H55 train 
wagon FZJ 81060858 and FZJ 
81050488  derailed during 
shunting movement

Training:

• Some employees are not familiar with Rail truck 
operating procedures and also not clear of their roles and 
responsibilities.

Supervision:

• Senior Grader/ Supervisor were not present at the time of 
the occurrence. 

• Lack of monitoring and task observation during shunting 
by the organisation was found to be the root cause of the 
occurrence.

WELGEDAGT 
DERAILMENT

On 23 July 2014 train no 9410 
from Pyramid South en-route 
to Ermelo yard derailed at 
Sundra station

Track and related components:

• The hot box detector malfunctioned.

• The poor reliability and maintenance of the hotbox 
detector which failed to detect the high temperature in 
the axle box

Supervision:

• Failure of the in -running and outgoing inspection to 
identify and eliminate unsafe wagon condition
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On 17 September 2014, 
a Shosholoza Meyl train 
71008 carrying passengers, 
passed a signal at danger in 
Welverdied station

Operational Irregularities:

• The train driver had a concentration lapse and 
acknowledged passing signals at danger without authority 
by taking full responsibility for his actions.

Supervision:

• The driver had a high risk factor at the time of the incident.

• The driver had a Signal Passed At Danger (SPAD) record 
prior to this occurrence. This was in Centurion on the 
18/06/2014 amid having adequate experience of the line.
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On 17 July 2014, a 
derailment occurred in TFR 
at Wintervogel station in 
the Western Cape. The train 
consisted of three 34 class 
loco and thirty five CCR 
wagons fully loaded with 
coal.

Operational Irregularities:

• The train crossing arrangement was not conducted in 
accordance with the TWR 215.

Track and related components:

• The tumbler /points were left unlocked from the prior 
crossing.

Supervision:

• Failure by management to ensure that provisions of TWR 
215 are adhered to at all times.
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On 08 February 2015 at 
approximately 17H30 TFR 
air brake train 6431 of 105 
wagons loaded with iron 
ore derailed at Standerton 
station on the number one 
mainline.

Supervision:

• The train driver has not attended symposiums in the last 
two years and was last refreshed in 2012.

• His Driver Road Knowledge expired and it was last signed 
13/04/2012.

Operational Irregularities:

• Driver of train 6431 was traveling more than 60km/h at 
some sections in the station.

Externalities:

• Hot weather conditions causing a kick out on the rail.
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7. CONCLUSION

The Report suggests that safety within the railway industry is improving. A single digit (1%) increase was recorded in 
operational occurrences between the 2013/14 and 2014/15 reporting periods. More evident is the significant decline 
in level crossing and derailment of rolling stock occurrences. However, security-related incidents are on the increase. 
There is an apparent upward trend in incidents, which will soon be a serious challenge and a danger to the railways 
if not addressed. Nonetheless, the compliance and submissions by the railways within South Africa suggests that 
operators are now familiar with the requirements of the RSR. 

The RSR as an entity aspires to achieve zero occurrences. Its mission is to oversee and promote safe railway operations 
through appropriate support, monitoring and enforcement guided by an enabling regulatory framework. Thus, the 
RSR’s mission must be viewed in the context of the Department of Transport’s vision of “Transport, the heartbeat of 
South Africa’s economic growth and social development”. Though the RSR is an independent juristic reporting directly 
to the Minister of Transport, and comprises a Board of Directors, Chief Executive Officer appointed by the Minister and 
employees, its role can be summarised as providing safety oversight and ensuring safety in railway operations.

In view of the RSR’s vision, the 4 632 operational and 6 222 security-related occurrences recorded in the 2014/15 
reporting period would seem to be relatively low. However, with the involvement of lives as well as revenue, it is 
essential that the RSR becomes an active executor of its mandate. The RSR needs to ensure that it conducts inspections 
and audits proactively; investigates railway occurrences without apportioning blame; and develops regulations, safety 
standards and regulatory prescripts which are fair and balanced for safety improvement within the industry. Those 
operators who default must be issued with notices of non-conformance and non-compliance. 

The introduction of the RSR regional offices should not be seen as an obstacle to railway operations. Instead, it should 
be interpreted as enabling the RSR to swiftly respond to issues in the regions. The availability of the RSR in the regions 
should yield positive results since there cannot be delays in conducting investigations; permit applications are processed 
within reach of operators, audits and inspections can be conducted with ease; the list is truly limitless.   

The partnership of the RSR with forums such as the NRCCF seem to have improved the reporting of incidents. There is 
now a better appreciation for what is taking place within the railway environment and efforts to curb these challenges 
are constantly been reviewed. Through such partnerships, in time, the railways will be a completely safe environment. 
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Appendix A: Occurrence and Incidents Categories

RAILWAY OCCURRENCE CATEGORIES

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES

CATEGORY A COLLISIONS DURING MOVEMENT OF ROLLING STOCK

A-a Collision between rolling stock on a running line

A-b Collision of rolling stock with an obstruction on a running line (including road vehicles 
colliding with rolling stock)

A-c Collision with a stop block on a running line

A-d Collision of rolling stock other than on a running line
A-e Collision of rolling stock with an obstruction other than on a running line
A-f Collision with a stop block (other than on a running line)

CATEGORY B DERAILMENTS DURING MOVEMENT OF ROLLING STOCK

B-a Derailment of rolling stock  on a running line

B-b Derailment of rolling stock on a line other than a running line

B-c Derailment during tippler activities

CATEGORY C UNAUTHORIZED MOVEMENTS (ROLLING STOCK MOVEMENT EXCEEDING THE LIMIT 
OF AUTHORITY)

C-a Signal passed at danger (SPAD) on a running line

C-b Signal passed at danger (SPAD) on any other line

C-c Physical token passed  on a running line

C-d Physical token passed  on any other line

C-e Verbal authority exceeded on a running line

C-f Verbal authority exceeded on any other line

C-g Written authority exceeded on a running line

C-h Written authority exceeded on any other line

CATEGORY D LEVEL CROSSING OCCURRENCES

D-a Collision between rolling stock  and a road vehicle(s) (including motor vehicles, bicycle or 
animal-drawn vehicles) at a recognized level crossing on a running line

D-b
Collision between rolling stock and a road vehicle(s) (including motor-powered, bicycle 
or animal-drawn vehicles) ) on any line other than a running line (including yards, sidings 
and private sidings) at a recognized level crossing

D-c A person(s) struck by rolling stock at a recognized pedestrian level crossing

D-d A person(s) struck by rolling stock at a recognized road level crossing
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CATEGORY E PERSONS STRUCK DURING MOVEMENT OF ROLLING STOCK (OTHER THAN AT LEVEL 
CROSSINGS)

E-a Occurrence where a member of the public is struck by rolling stock on a running line

E-b Occurrence where an employee is struck by rolling stock on a running line

E-c Occurrence where a contractor or contractor’s employee is struck by rolling stock on a 
running line

E-d Occurrence where a member of the public struck by rolling stock on a line other than a 
running line

E-e Occurrence where an employee is struck by rolling stock on a line other than a running 
line

E-f Occurrence where a contractor or contractor’s employee is struck by rolling stock on a 
line other than a running line

CATEGORY F PEOPLE RELATED OCCURRENCES: TRAINS OUTSIDE STATION PLATFORM AREAS (IN 
SECTION)

F-a Occurrence where a person fell or was pushed from inside a moving or stationary train

F-b Occurrence where an employee fell or was pushed from inside a moving or stationary 
train

F-c Occurrence where a contractor or contractor’s employee fell or was pushed from inside 
a moving or stationary train

CATEGORY G PASSENGER RELATED OCCURRENCES: TRAVELLING OUTSIDE DESIGNATED PASSENGER 
AREA

G-a Category G occurrences covers the number of occurrences as a result of passengers 
travelling outside the designated passenger area of the train

CATEGORY H PEOPLE RELATED OCCURRENCES: PLATFORM-TRAIN INTERCHANGE

H-a Occurrence where a passenger fell between the train and the platform whilst entraining/
detraining a stationary or moving train

H-b Occurrence where a passenger fell on the platform whilst entraining/detraining a 
stationary or moving train

H-c Occurrence where an employee fell between the train and the platform whilst entraining/
detraining a stationary or moving train

H-d Occurrence where an employee fell on the platform whilst entraining/detraining a 
stationary or moving train

H-e Occurrence where a contractor or contractor’s employee  fell between the train and the 
platform whilst detraining a stationary or moving train

H-f Occurrence where a contractor or contractor’s employee fell on the platform whilst 
entraining/detraining a stationary or moving train
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CATEGORY I PEOPLE RELATED OCCURRENCES: STATION INFRASTRUCTURE

I-a Occurrence resulting in injuries and fatalities to public due to infrastructure defects in a 
public area of the station

I-b Occurrence resulting in injuries and fatalities to passengers due to infrastructure defects 
in a passenger area of the station

I-c Occurrence resulting in injuries and fatalities to an employee due to infrastructure 
defects in a public area of the station

I-d Occurrence resulting in injuries and fatalities to an employee due to infrastructure 
defects in a passenger area of the station

I-e Occurrence resulting in injuries and fatalities to a contractor or contractor’s employee 
due to infrastructure defects in a public area of the station

I-f Occurrence resulting in injuries and fatalities to a contractor or contractor’s employee 
due to infrastructure defects in a passenger area of the station

CATEGORY J ELECTRIC SHOCK OF PEOPLE OCCURRENCES

J-a Electrical shock to a member of the public on the network infrastructure

J-b Electrical shock to an employee on the network infrastructure

J-c Electrical shock to a contractor or contractor’s employee on the network infrastructure

J-d Electrical shock to the member of the public including passengers whilst on or in rolling 
stock

J-e Electrical shock to an employee whilst positioned on or part of rolling stock

J-f Electrical shock to a contractor or contractor’s employee whilst positioned on or part of 
rolling stock

J-g Electrical shock to the member of the public in the public area of a station

J-h Electrical shock to an employee in the public area of a station

J-i Electrical shock of a contractor or contractor’s employee in the public area of a station

J-j Electrical shock to the member of the public in the passenger area of a station

J-k Electrical shock to an employee in the passenger area of a station

J-l Electrical shock of a contractor or contractor’s employee in the passenger area of a 
station

CATEGORY K SPILLAGE/LEAKAGE, EXPLOSION OR LOSS OF DANGEROUS GOODS

K-a Spillage or leakage of dangerous goods en route

K-b Spillage or leakage of dangerous goods during shunting operations

K-c Spillage or leakage of dangerous goods whilst staged

K-d Missing consignment of dangerous goods

K-e Theft of dangerous goods

K-f Explosion of dangerous goods
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CATEGORY L FIRE OCCURRENCES

L-a Fires on a fixed operational asset ( for example, station buildings, in a tunnel, in a relay 
room and in a sub-station)

L-b Fire of freight

L-c Fire of rolling stock

L-d Veld fires that threaten operational safety

SECURITY INCIDENTS CATEGORIES

CATEGORY 1 THEFT OF ASSETS IMPACTING ON OPERATIONAL SAFETY

1-a Theft of rolling stock components in section

1-b Theft of rolling stock components in yards (staged)

1-c Theft of civil infrastructure components in section

1-d Theft of civil infrastructure components in yards and sidings

1-e Theft of overhead traction equipment in section

1-f Theft of overhead traction equipment in yards and sidings

1-g Theft of train control equipment (signalling) in section

1-h Theft of train control equipment (signalling) in yards and sidings

1-i Theft of ancillary equipment including public address systems, information boards, CCTV

CATEGORY 2 MALICIOUS DAMAGE (VANDALISM) TO PROPERTY IMPACTING ON OPERATIONAL 
SAFETY

2-a Malicious damage (vandalism) of rolling stock components in section

2-b Malicious damage (vandalism) of rolling stock components in yards and sidings (staged)

2-c Malicious damage (vandalism) of civil infrastructure components in section

2-d Malicious damage (vandalism) of civil infrastructure components in yards and sidings

2-e Malicious damage (vandalism) of overhead traction equipment in section

2-f Malicious damage (vandalism) of overhead traction equipment in yards and sidings

2-g Malicious damage (vandalism) of train control equipment (signalling) in section

2-h Malicious damage (vandalism) of train control equipment (signalling) in yards and sidings

2-i Malicious damage (vandalism) of ancillary equipment including public address systems, 
information boards, CCTV

CATEGORY 3 THREATS OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY

3-a A bomb threat to network

3-b A bomb threat to station

3-c A bomb threat to rolling stock

3-d Threats due to electrical power outages

3-e Threats other than bomb and power outage threats
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CATEGORY 4 TRAIN KIDNAPPING OR HIJACKING

4-a Kidnapping or hijacking of passenger trains

4-b Kidnapping or hijacking of freight trains

4-c Kidnapping or hijacking of other rolling stock

CATEGORY 5 CROWD-RELATED OCCURRENCES

5-a Crowd related occurrence and includes stampede action

CATEGORY 6 INDUSTRIAL ACTION

6-a Industrial action that causes a threat to security or safe railway operations or to security

CATEGORY 7 PERSONAL SAFETY ON TRAINS

7-a Murder

7-b Attempted murder
7-c Rape
7-d Assault

7-e Indecent Assault

7-f Aggravated robbery

7-g Common robbery

7-h Theft

7-i Bomb explosion

CATEGORY 8 PERSONAL SAFETY ON STATIONS

8-a Murder

8-b Attempted murder

8-c Rape
8-d Assault

8-e Indecent Assault

8-f Aggravated robbery

8-g Common robbery

8-h Theft

8-i Bomb explosion

CATEGORY 9 PERSONAL SAFETY OUTSIDE STATION PLATFORM AREA (IN SECTION BETWEEN 
STATIONS, INCLUDING YARDS, SIDINGS AND DEPOTS)

9-a Murder

9-b Attempted murder

9-c Rape

9-d Assault

9-e Indecent Assault

9-f Aggravated robbery

9-g Common robbery

9-h Theft

9-i Bomb explosion
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Appendix B: Geographical location of the 2014/15 occurrences and incidents

PERSONS STRUCK BY TRAINS

RUNNING LINE COLLISSIONS
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RUNNING LINE DERAILEMENTS

LEVEL CROSSINGS
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PLATFORM-TRAIN INTERCHANGE

THEFT OF ASSETS
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MALICIOUS DAMAGE (VANDALISM)

PERSONAL SAFETY ON TRAINS
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PERSONAL SAFETY ON STATIONS
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Appendix C: List of railway operators

A.M. Alberts (Pty) Ltd T/A Progress Milling Afrisam - Victoria

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Kinross Anglo American Platinum T/A Amandelbult

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Kransfontein Anglo American Platinum T/A Rustenburg Central 
Services Ltd

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Leslie Anglo American Platinum T/A Union Mine Swartklip

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Libertas Anglo American Thermal Coal - Goedehoop Colliery 
Bank Section

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Lothair Anglo American Thermal Coal - Goedehoop Colliery 
South Section

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Lydenburg Anglo American Thermal Coal - Greenside

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Marquard Anglo American Thermal Coal - Landau Kromdraai 
Colliery

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Meets Anglo American Thermal Coal - S.A.C.E Rapid Loading 
Terminal

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Middelburg Anglo Welsh Coal Mines 

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Mizpah Anglogold Ashanti - The South Africa Region 
Metallurgy

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Monte Video Aplorox Cc

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Nigel Arcelormittal Newcastle

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Ogies Arcelormittal Vanderbijlpark

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Overvaal Arcelormittal Vereeniging

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Paulpietersburg Ash Resources (Pty) Ltd

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Pietermaritzburg Assmang Chrome : Machadodorp Works

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Platrand Assmang Limited : Iron Ore Beeshoek Mine

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Senekal Assmang Limited T/A Khumani Iron Ore Mine

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Slabberts Assmang Limited-Manganese Ore-Black Rock

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Standerton Assmang Manganese : Cato Ridge Works

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Stoffberg Astral Operations Ltd T/A Meadow Feeds - Port 
Elizabeth

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Trichardt Astral Operations Ltd T/A Meadow Feeds – 
Randfontein

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Val Bp Southern Africa T/A Bpsa - East London

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Vryheid Brenner Brands (Pty) Ltd  - Makhado

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Winterton Brenner Brands (Pty) Ltd - Bela Bela

AFGRI  Handling & Storage - Wonderfontein Bridge Intermodal (A Division Of Bridge Shipping P/L

AFGRI Operations Ltd T/A AFGRI Animal Feeds Bakara Engineering (Pty) Ltd

African Explosives Holdco Limited  T/A African 
Explosives Limited (Ael) Barloworld Logistics Africa (Pty) Limited 
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African Hide Trading (Pty) Ltd Bayfibre Central Timber Cooperative

African Oxygen Limited T/A Afrox Benicon Coal (Pty) Ltd

African Rail And Traction Services - Meyerton BHP Billiton Energy Coal Sa Ltd T/A Phola Coal 
Processing Plant

African Rail And Traction Services - Pretoria West BHP Billiton T/A Becsa Coal Processing (Middelburg 
Mines)

African Realty Trust (Pty) Ltd Bidfreight Port Operations (Proprietary) Limited

Afrisam - Bloemfontein Billiton Aluminium Sa Ltd T/A Bayside Aluminium

Afrisam - Brakpan Black Mountain Mining P/L

Afrisam - Dudfield Bp Southern Africa T/A Bpsa - Pretoria

Afrisam - Queenstown Brandywine Valley Investments (Pty) Ltd T/A Uitkomst 
Colliery 

Afrisam - Roodepoort Breede Valley Municipality (Bvm)

Afrisam - Ulco Brenner Brands (Pty) Ltd  - Hammanskraal

Auto Commodities (Pty) Ltd Buffalo City Municipality

Aveng  Trident Steel Cape Point Partnership

Aveng Africa Ltd T/A Manufacturing Infraset 
(Brakpan)

Chandler Coal Proprietary Limited T/A Macphail 
Distributors

Bmw (Sa) (Pty) Ltd Chevron Oil Sa (Pty) Ltd 

Bombela Operating Co (Pty) Ltd T/A Gautrain City Of Cape Town 

Bosveld Phosphates City Of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality

Botswana Ash (Pty) Ltd City Of Umhlathuze Municipality

Botswana Railways Columbus Stainless (Pty) Ltd

Bp Southern Africa T/A Bpsa - Cape Town Consol Glass (Pty) Ltd

Crowe Brothers T/A Fairfield Estate Jv Engen Petroleum Limited - Bloemfontein

Crown Chickens (Pty) Ltd T/A Sovereign Foods Eastern Chrome Mines

Ctc Timber Products (Pty) Ltd Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality

Cte Investments (Pty) Ltd Elandsfontein Colliery (Pty) Ltd

Dcd (Pty) Ltd T/A Heavy Engineering Venco Emnambithi/Ladysmith Municipality

Dcd Rolling Stock (A Division Of Dcd Group (Pty) 
Ltd) Emthanjeni Local Municipality 

Delmas Coal (Pty) Ltd Engen Petroleum Limited - Bloemfontein

Delta (E.M.D.) (Pty) Ltd - Black Rock Eastern Chrome Mines

Delta (E.M.D.) (Pty) Ltd - Nelspruit Engen Petroleum Limited - Engen Witbank

Distell (Pty) Ltd - Springs Engen Petroleum Limited - Klerksdorp
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Distell (Pty) Ltd - Wadeville Engen Petroleum Limited - Kroonstad

Dorstfontein Coal Mine (Pty) Ltd Engen Petroleum Limited - Langlaagte

Droogvallei Rail Siding Company P/L Engen Petroleum Limited - Mokopane

Duferco/Vanchem Vanadium Products (Pty) Ltd Engen Petroleum Limited - Montague Gardens

Duferco/Vanchem Vanadium Products (Pty) Ltd Engen Petroleum Ltd T/A Zenex Blend Plant

Duferco/Vanchem Vanadium Products (Pty) Ltd Epol A Division Of Rainbow Farms (Pty) Ltd - Berlin

Durban Coal Terminal Co T/A Bulk Connections Engen Petroleum Limited - Viljoenskroon

Durban Coal Terminal Co T/A Bulk Connections Engen Refinery

Easigas (Pty) Ltd Engen Petroleum Ltd - Rustenburg

Easigas (Pty) Ltd Ensign Shipping & Logistics (Pty) Ltd

Eastern Chrome Mines Epol A Division Of Rainbow Farms (Pty) Ltd - 
Pietermaritzburg

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality Epol A Division Of Rainbow Farms (Pty) Ltd - Pta West

Elandsfontein Colliery (Pty) Ltd Epol A Division Of Rainbow Farms (Pty) Ltd - 
Worcester

Emnambithi/Ladysmith Municipality Eskom Generation T/A Majuba Power Station

Emthanjeni Local Municipality Eskom Holdings Soc Limited T/A Eskom Generation - 
Camden Power Station

Engen Petroleum Limited - Bethlehem Harmony Gold Mine

Ethekwini Cold Stores Heartland Leasing (Pty) Ltd

Exxaro Resources (Pty) Ltd T/A New Clydesdale Coal Hernic Ferrochrome P/L

Ferrometals (A Division Of Samancor Chrome Ltd 
(Kermas) Hotazel Manganese Mines (Pty) Ltd

FGRI  Handling & Storage - Kendal Allem Brothers (Pty) Ltd

Flamite (Pty) Limited Hulamin Limited

Foodcorp Consumer Brands Milling Division Idwala Industrial Holdings (Pty) Ltd

Forbes Coal T/A Manhattans Illovo Sugar Ltd Sa Ltd - Noodsberg

Ford Motor Company Of Southern Africa 
(Manufacturing) (Pty) Ltd Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd T/A Implats

Forzando Coal Mines (Pty) Ltd Impala Platinum Refineries

Foskor (Pty) Limited - Phalaborwa Industrial Locomotive Services Cc

Foskor (Pty) Limited - Richards Bay Island View Storage Ltd - Durban 

Fpt Group P/L  (Durban ) Island View Storage Ltd - Richards Bay

Fpt Group P/L - (Pe) Jindal Mining S A (Pty) Ltd
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Fpt Group P/L (Cape Town) Jlr Services And Warehousing Cc

Fransrail Cc T/A Franschhoek Valley Wine Tram Kaap Agri (Pty) Ltd

Friends Of The Rail Kangra Coal (Pty) Ltd T/A Savmore Colliery

General Motors Sa P/L T/A Gmsa Karbochem (Pty) Ltd

George Municipality Keaton Energy T/A Vaalkrantz Colliery

Gledhow Sugar Co P/L Kelvin Power (Pty) Ltd

Glen Douglas Dolomite Mine (Pty) Ltd Klk Petroleum Verspreiders (Edms) Bpk

Glencore Operations  Coal Sa P/L T/A Glencore 
Operations Coal Sa Kynoch Fertilizer (A Division Of Farmisco (Pty) Ltd

Glencore Operations Alloys Lydenburg Works Lafarge Industries Sa - Kaalfontein

Glencore Operations South Africa (Pty) Ltd 
Rustenburg Works Lafarge Industries Sa - Polokwane

Glencore Operations South Africa (Pty) Ltd 
Wonderkop Smelter Lafarge Industries Sa - Randfontein

Golfview Mining (Pty) Ltd Lafarge Industries Sa - Richard’s Bay

Gordonia Mills (Pty) Ltd Lafarge Industries South Africa

Greystones Enterprises Lanxess Cisa (Pty) Ltd

Grindrod Intermodal Lanxess Merebank

Grindrod Sa (Pty) Ltd T/A Grindrod Tank Terminals Lennings Rail Services (Pty) Ltd

Grindrod Sa (Pty) Ltd T/A Grindrod Terminals 
(Maydon Wharf) Lesotho Milling Co P/L

Grindrod Terminals Richards Bay  (A Division Of 
Grindrod (Sa) (Pty) Ltd - Navitrade Lime Distributors (Pty) Ltd

Grindrod Terminals Richards Bay  (A Division Of 
Grindrod (Sa) (Pty) Ltd - Seumunye Lion Match Products (Pty) Ltd

Gwk Limited Locomotive, Engines & General Engineering Cc

Macdonald’s Transport Upington T/A Macdonald’s 
Transport & Warehousing Lukhanji Municipality

Macsteel Service Centers Sa P/L - Cape Town Lyttelton Dolomite (Pty) Ltd

Macsteel Service Centers Sa P/L - Germiston Newcastle Municipality

Mactransco (Pty) Ltd Nissan Sa (Pty) Ltd

Mafube Coal Mining (Pty) Ltd Nitrophoska (Pty) Ltd

Manganese Metal Company (Pty) Ltd Nkomazi Muncipality

Mashala Resources (Pty) Ltd Northern Coal (Pty) Ltd
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Masonite Africa Ltd NPC - Cimpor (Pty) Ltd - Durban

Mbombela Local Municipality NPC- Cimpor (Pty) Ltd - Newcastle

Mgk Operating Company T/A Prodsure NPC - Cimpor (Pty) Ltd - Simuma Eedesworld Quarry

Middelburg Ferrochrome (Mfc) (A Business Unit Of 
Samancor Chrome Ltd) NPC - Cimpor (Pty) Ltd - Simuma Plant

Mister Bread Milling (Pty) Ltd NTK Limpopo Agric (Pty) Ltd

Mondi Paper - Merebank NWK Limited - Barberspan

Mondi Sa Division (Msad) - Silvacel NWK Limited - Bodenstein Grain Silo 

Mondi Sa Division (Msad) - Woodyard NWK Limited - Boons

Moorreesburgse Koringboere (Pty) Ltd NWK Limited - Bossies Grain Silo

Moqhaka Municipality NWK Limited - Buhrmannsdrift Grain Silo 

Mozambique Ports & Railways T/A Cfm NWK Limited - Coligny

Mpact Paper Ltd - Felixton Mill NWK Limited - Delareyville Grain Silo

Msc Depots NWK Limited - Derby Grain Silo 

Msobo Coal P/L NWK Limited - Gerdau Grain Silo

Msunduzi Municipality NWK Limited - Halfpad Grain Silo

Naledi Rail Engineering NWK Limited - Hibernia Grain Silo

Name Of Operator NWK Limited - Kameel

National Department Of Public Works - De Aar NWK Limited - Kleinharts Grain Silo

National Department Of Public Works - Jan 
Kempdorp NWK Limited - Koster

National Department Of Public Works - Makhado NWK Limited - Lichtenburg Grain Silo

National Department Of Public Works - Waterkloof NWK Limited - Lottie Halte Animal Feeds

Natref T/A (National Petroleum Refiners Of Sa P/L) NWK Limited - Lottie Halte Fertilizer 

Nct Durban Woodchips (Pty) Ltd NWK Limited - Lottie Halte Grain Silo

Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality NWK Limited - Madibogo

Omnia Fertilizer (A Division Of Omnia Group (Pty) 
Ltd) - Delmas NWK Limited - Mareetsane

Omnia Fertilizer (A Division Of Omnia Group (Pty) 
Ltd) - Hectorspruit NWK Limited - Migdol

Omnia Fertilizer (A Division Of Omnia Group (Pty) 
Ltd) - Rusternburg NWK Limited - Oppaslaagte

Omnia Fertilizer (A Division Of Omnia Group (Pty) 
Ltd) - Sasolburg NWK Limited - Ottosdal 

Omnia Fertilizer (A Division Of Omnia Group (Pty) 
Ltd) - Viljoenskroon NWK Limited - Sannieshof
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Omnia Fertilizer (A Division Of Omnia Group (Pty) 
Ltd) - Wesselsbron NWK Limited - Swartruggens

Omnia Group (Pty) Ltd T/A Protea Chemicals Cape NWK Limited - Syferbult

Omv Crushers NWK Limited - Vermaas

Opiconsivia Investments 265 (Pty) Ltd T/A 
Commuter Transport & Locomotives Engineering Nzenga Investments P/L

Optimum Coal Holdings P/L T/A Koornfontein Mine 
P/L

Omnia Fertilizer (A Division Of Omnia Group (Pty) Ltd) 
- Danielsrus

Optimum Coal Mine (Pty) Ltd Palabora Mining Company

Outeniqua Power Van Paramount Mills (Pty) Ltd

Overberg Agri Bedrywe P/L Patons Country Narrow Gauge Railway

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Clcoclan Petrosa (Petroleum Oil & Gas Corporation Of Sa P/L)

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Ficksburg Pioneer Foods T/A Sasko Grain

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Fouriesburg Plasser South Africa (Pty) Ltd 

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Ladybrand PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Beestekraal

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Marseilles PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - De Hoek

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Modderpoortspruit PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Dwaalboom Mine 

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Prieska PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - George

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Thaba Nchu PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Hercules

OVK Bedryf Beperk - Westminster PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Montague Gardens

RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Khumani PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Port Elizabeth

RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Navitrade PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Riebeeck

RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Npc Cimpor Durban PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Saldanha

RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Seumunye PPC Ltd T/A PPC Cement - Zeerust 

RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Tshipi Borwa PPC Ltd T/A PPC Lime

RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Ulco PRASA Rail

RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Welkom Premier Foods  Limited - Salt River

RRL Grindrod Locomotives P/L Premier Foods  Limited - Thaba Nchu

S A Sugar Association - Terminal Premier Foods  Limited - Vereeniging

Sa Bulk Commodity Trading And Storage Services 
(Pty) Ltd Premier Foods  Limited - Watloo

Sa Coal Mine Holdings T/A Voorslag Coal Handling 
P/L Pretoria Metal Pressing (A Division Of Denel Soc Ltd)

Sa Coal Mining Holdings Ltd T/A Sacm Operations 
(Pty) Ltd Profile Feeds P/L

SA Container Depot Freight - City Deep Protank (Pty) Ltd T/A Indian Ocean Terminals

SA Container Depot Freight - Durban Puregas (Pty) Ltd
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SA Feed Phosphates (Pty) Ltd Racec Rail (Pty) Limited

SA Freight Logistics T/A Saflog - Brakpan Reatile Timrite T/A Reatile Timrite Mine Support 
Products - Friedesheim

SA Freight Logistics T/A Saflog - Lichtenburg Reatile Timrite T/A Reatile Timrite Mine Support 
Products - Kemp

SA Freight Logistics T/A Saflog - Lohathla Reatile Timrite T/A Reatile Timrite Mine Support 
Products - Satico

SA Freight Logistics T/A Saflog - Richard’s Bay Reefsteamers

SA Freight Logistics T/A Saflog - Roodepoort Rheinmetall Denel Munition (Pty) Ltd

SABT T/A Durban Bulk Shipping & Rennies Bulk 
Terminals - Bluff Rhino Minerals P/L T/A Rhino Andalusite Mine

SABT T/A Durban Bulk Shipping & Rennies Bulk 
Terminals - Durban Richards Bay Coal Terminal Company Limited

SADC  Bulk Management And Logistics (Pty) Ltd Richards Bay Minerals

Safripol (Pty) Ltd Robor Baldwings

Saint-Gobain Construction Products Sa (Pty) Ltd Rovos Rail Tours (Pty) Ltd

Saint-Gobain Gyproc Sa (Pty) Ltd T/A Gyproc Royal Salt Company (Pty) Ltd

Samancor Tubatse Chrome RRL Grindrod (Pty) Ltd - Hernic

Samancor Western Chrome Mines T/A Samancor 
Ltd VKB Landbou Ltd - Warden

Sandstone Estates VKB Landbou Ltd - Windfield

Sappi Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd T/A Saiccor Mill Voestalpine Vae Sa P/L

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Cape Kraft Voestalpine Vae Sa P/L

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Enstra Mill Vopak Terminal Durban P/L

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Ngodwana Mill Wictra Holdings P/L

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Nseleni Witkop Fluospar Mine (Pty) Ltd

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Penicuik Woestalleen Colliery (Pty) Ltd

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Stanger Mill XStrata-Merafe Venture Boshoek Works

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Teza Yeastpro

Sappi Southern Africa Limited - Tugela Mill Zms Richards Bay Bulk (Access Freight Intl)

Sasol Secunda Rail Operations Zululand Anthracite Colliery 

Sasol Shared Services, Division Of Sasol Group 
Services P/L Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - South Witbank

Sati Container Services (Pty) Ltd - Cape Town Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - Tavistock

Sati Container Services Jhb (Pty) Ltd Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - Virginia Harmony Gold Mine

Scaw South Africa (Pty) Ltd Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - Witcons Xstrata

Seawind Investments 15 (Pty) Ltd Shincel (Pty) Ltd

Senmin International (Pty) Ltd Sibanye Gold Limited T/A Driefontein Operations

Sentraal Suid Co-Operative Ltd - Swellendam Sishen  Iron Ore Company (Pty) Ltd T/A Kolomela 
Mine 
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Senwes Ltd Sishen Iron Ore Company (Pty) Ltd T/A Sishen Mine 
(Sioc)

Shanduka Coal (Pty) Ltd Sishen Iron Ore Company (Pty) Ltd T/A Thabazimbi 
Iron Ore Mine

Shell & Bp Sa Petroleum Refineries (Pty) Ltd - Sapref Siyazi Technology (Pty) Ltd

Shell Sa Marketing (Pty) Ltd Sol Plaatje Municipality

Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - Boschmans Xstrata South African Breweries - Prospecton

Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - Ferrometals Witbank South African Breweries : Ibhayi Brewery

Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - Ngodwana South African Breweries : Newlands Brewery

Sheltam (Pty) Ltd - Randfontein South African Breweries Maltings - Alrode

Total SA (Pty) Ltd - Ladysmith Sturrock & Robson Industries T/A Martin And Robson 

Total SA (Pty) Ltd Bethlehem Suidwes Landbou (Edms) Bpk

Total SA (Pty) Ltd T/A Total Island View Terminal Sumo Coal (Pty) Limited

Total SA (Pty) Ltd T/A Total Ohrigstad Swaziland Railways

Total SA (Pty) Ltd. Polokwane Thaba Chueu Mining (Pty) Ltd

Total South Africa - Waltloo (Pty) Ltd The New Reclamation Group P/L

Totalgaz Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd - Chamdor Depot The South African Breweries  Limited : Rosslyn 

Totalgaz Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd - Kroonstad Depot The South African Breweries : Kimberley

Totalgaz Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd - Polokwane The South African Breweries Limited : Nelspruit

Trains Planes & Automobiles Cc T/A Atlantic Rail The South African Breweries Maltings

Transalloys (Pty) Ltd The South African Breweries: Bloemfontein

Transnet Freight Rail, Division Of Transnet Ltd The South African Breweries: Polokwane

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority 
- Cape Town Thornhill Estates (Pty) Ltd

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority 
- Durban Tiger Brands Ltd T/A Tiger Milling Pietermaritzburg

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority 
- East London Tiger Brands Milling Division Randfontein Mill

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority 
- Mossel Bay

Tiger Brands Pasta (Pty) Ltd T/A Tiger Brands Culinary 
Division - Pasta Unit Isando

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority 
- Ngqura

Tiger Consumer Brands Ltd T/A Tiger Milling 
Hennenman Mill

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority - 
Port Elizabeth

Tiger Consumer Brands Ltd T/A Tiger Milling Western 
Cape

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority 
- Richard’s Bay Tongaat Hulett Limited

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet National Ports Authority 
- Saldanha Tongaat Hulett Starch (Pty) Ltd (Bellville Mill)

Transnet Ltd T/A Transnet Port Terminals Tongaat Hulett Starch (Pty) Ltd (Germiston Mill)

Transnet Soc Ltd T/A Transnet Engineering Total SA (Pty) Ltd -  Nelspruit
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Transnet Soc Ltd T/A Transnet Pipelines Unilever South Africa  P/L

Tronox Mineral Sands Pty Ltd T/A Tronox Namakwa 
Sands -(Mineral Separation Plant) United Manganese Of Kalahari (Pty) Ltd T/A Umk

Tronox Mineral Sands Pty Ltd T/A Tronox Namakwa 
Sands -(Smelter) Validtrade 2013 Cc

Tsb Sugar Rsa Limited Veekos (Pty) Ltd Now Feedmaster

Tshipi É Ntle Manganese Mining (Pty) Ltd - Tshipi 
Borwa Mine VKB Landbou Ltd - Danielsrus

Twk Agriculture Limited VKB Landbou Ltd - Frankfort

Tzaneng Treated Timbers (Proprietary) Limited VKB Landbou Ltd - Petrus Steyn

Umfolozi Sugar Planters Ltd T/A Ucosp VKB Landbou Ltd - Reitz

Umgeni Steam Railway VKB Landbou Ltd - Tweeling

Umtshezi Local Municipality VKB Landbou Ltd - Villiers
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